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Abstract 

This study examines productivity and exporting dynamics by using unbalanced long panel dataset 

in the period 2000-11 for Ethiopian export-oriented three two-digit medium and large 

manufacturing firms. Our results indicate the presence of evidences of both self-selection and 

learning-by-exporting. The results are robust with different productivity measures and across 

various specifications. By going beyond the previous literature, this study reveals that export 

participation has a statistically insignificant impact on technical efficiency and scale change 

components of total factor productivity (TFP) change. Last but not least, it is imperative that, 

designing policies orienting exporting firms towards reducing poor production practice by better 

using the available technological know-how and improvement in the production environment is 

necessary to be more beneficiary from export participation. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The investigation of the linkage between international trade and productivity growth has been 

traced back to the very first theoretical models of absolute advantage (Adam Smith) and 

comparative advantage (Ricardo). This idea was subsequently enriched and continued by the 

works of Samuelson, Heckscher-Ohlin, Grossman, Helpman, Krugman, Melitz, and many others. 

Although there is still some skepticism about the positive effects of trade, many of the theoretical 

models suggested that trade liberalization can lead to productivity gains through different 

mechanisms (Grossman & Helpman, 1991; Helpman & Krugman, 1985). Since then, many 

empirical and theoretical studies in this field have flourished. Besides, the argument becomes the 

core of intense debates amongst academic researchers and policymakers since the pioneering work 

of A. B. Bernard, Jensen, and Lawrence (1995). These contributed great insights into the literature, 

with an intensive focus on the investigation of the relationship between characteristics of firms, 

especially firm-level productivity, and exporting behavior of firms. Firms that export are found in 

empirical studies to be better than firms that producing and serving exclusively the domestic 

markets (Wagner, 2007a). The term “exceptional export performance” initially used by A. B. 

Bernard and Jensen (1999a) to describe their findings of the superiority of exporters in the U.S. 

manufacturing sector. It is also confirmed by many other researchers in different countries both 
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empirically like by Roberts and Tybout (1997); Clerides, Lach, and Tybout (1998); Van 

Biesebroeck (2005); De Loecker (2007), (Greenaway & Kneller, 2007) and theoretically by A. B. 

Bernard, Eaton, Jensen, and Kortum (2003) and Melitz (2003). Currently, it is this empirical 

regularity often used as an evidence for active export promotion in many developing countries.  

 

Two competing which are not mutually exclusive2 hypothesis have been proposed to explain the 

superior performance of exporters, but empirical evidence is not definitive as each of them has 

distinctive policy implications. The first is self-selection hypothesis which considers the causation 

runs from firm productivity to the decision to enter the export market. This relies on the fact that 

better firms export because they are forward-looking in exporting decision. This implies that only 

the more productive ones (the most profitable) are able to recoup the sunk costs3 of entry into 

foreign markets and survive by covering the fixed costs in the tough foreign competition  (A. 

Bernard & Jansen, 1999; Roberts & Tybout, 1997). An alternative explanation is learning by 

exporting in which exporting activity makes firms more productive and suggests that the causation 

runs from exporting to firm productivity. This is due to the fact that foreign competition and 

exposure can also speed up technological acquisition through disembodied technology and 

knowledge diffusion into the rest of the economy, which non-exporters do not have. This helps to 

achieve economies of scale and thereby improve the manufacturing process, reduce production 

costs and improve product quality (Almeida & Fernandes, 2008; Bigsten & Gebreeyesus, 2009; 

De Loecker, 2007; Van Biesebroeck, 2005). To put differently, exporting may add to productivity 

growth through three ways. First,  economies of scale which generally enable exporters to enjoy 

increasing returns via reduce costs, improve efficiency by eradicating managerial and 

organizational inefficiencies (Clerides et al., 1998). Second, it helps to improve efficiency (X-

efficiency promotion) through ‘learning by exporting’ and resource reallocation from less efficient 

to more efficient plants firms. Lastly, it is via technical progress because of technology spillovers 

through relations with trade partners or competitors which may generate knowledge spillovers; 

accumulation of knowledge capital and encouragement of investment in research and development 

(R&D) and technical innovation (Fu, 2005; Grossman & Helpman, 1991).  

 

While trying to explain the reason behind the observed blended results across countries and time 

of the export and productivity nexus, the empirical literature has recently moved toward other 

aspects of firm heterogeneity. This includes international trade associated with the macroeconomic 

environment; the degree of competition and entry costs in the export markets that firms are likely 

to face. According to Blalock and Gertler (2004), firms in countries with poor technology and low 

productivity can get a better advantage from export participation and thus the level of economic 

development may be the other reason for contradictory results. It also asserts that the variation in 

                                                 
2
 Meaning that both effects can sequentially play a role, before and after firms start exporting 

3
 such as additional costs, perhaps to modify domestic products to meet foreign tastes and regulations, for 

transportation, distribution or marketing, or for skilled personnel to manage foreign networks, which prevents less 

productive firms from entering foreign market. 
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geographical and economic conditions of countries may be the reason for the nexus (Wagner, 

2007b). Lastly, Sharma and Mishra (2011) also indicate the differing conclusions may originate 

from using a wide variety of econometric methodologies and approaches for testing these two 

hypotheses. 

 

Moreover, the nonexistence of a consistent measurement of productivity can be responsible for the 

uncertain and mixed result of export productivity linkage. Some previous studies often use the 

conventional technique for estimating TFP such as the Solow residual method which defines TFP 

growth as the residual of output growth after the contribution of labor and capital inputs have been 

subtracted from total output growth. This approach depends on an established assumption which 

includes the form of the production function is known; all firms are working effectively with no 

space for any inefficiency; neutral technical change and have a constant return to scale, which 

means that TFP growth equal to technical progress growth. If these assumptions do not hold, TFP 

measurements will be biased (Arcelus & Arocena, 2000; T. Coelli, 1998). Some others also use 

labor productivity to denote productivity, yet this index just represents a part of the picture of 

productivity and should be considered as one of the attributes of exporting firms. Other previous 

studies often use a TFP developed by Levinsohn and Petrin methodology. It has the advantage of 

controlling endogeneity of input factors by using the intermediate input demand function with 

some assumptions, albeit it does not permit to decompose the TFP change into its different 

components as productivity theory suggests.  

 

In the context of Ethiopia, while considering the relationship between export status and firm 

productivity, there is one study by Bigsten and Gebreeyesus (2009) using labor productivity to 

measure the firm performance of different industries from 1996 to 2005 and found a support for 

both hypotheses. Our paper extends the above study period by six more recent years and will 

obviously improve the accuracy of the estimation results and allow us to find any long-term effect 

of post-exporting. Besides, the above study and these methodologies don't permit the 

decomposition of TFP change into its components such as technical progress change, technical 

change and scale efficiency change ((S. C. Kumbhakar & Lovell, 2003)). Rather, most studies 

often consider productivity under a single umbrella of investigation that does not give due 

consideration regarding the different parts of productivity and the importance of their influence 

even if it helps to understand whether gains in productivity levels are achieved through the efficient 

use of inputs or through technological progress. This will constrain further study regarding the 

relationship between export participation and productivity with its decompositions just when an 

aggregated index for productivity is taken. The only exception in this regard is the study by Fu 

(2005) for China who utilized a random effects panel data model to test the effect of export status 

on productivity growth and its parts. Its decomposition into technical efficiency and technical 

progress is also made by using a frontier approach which is examined by employing the Malmquist 

index. But it still overlooks the contribution of export intensity on scale efficiency and used 

industry, not firm-level data. Furthermore, Vu (2012) also examines the causality of exporting and 
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firm productivity using a different sample retrieved from a survey of Vietnamese SME firms by 

decomposing TFP change into technical progress change, technical efficiency change, and scale 

efficiency. The study failed to find evidence in support of export participation on any of TFP 

components. However, their study based on the data surveyed, just for private small and medium 

firms and a short panel dataset which may not give a full picture of this relationship. 

 

Furthermore, Ethiopia is a particularly interesting case to take given the transitional nature of its 

economy with high and stable economic growth rates, fast track of trade liberalization and its 

relatively strong export-oriented policy. Under a comprehensive but prudent reform since 1991, 

Ethiopia has been successfully transformed from a command economy to a market-oriented 

economy by the increasing openness of the economy to international trade recently, which resulted 

in a remarkable increase in the number of firms entering export markets more than doubled 

between 2000 and 2011 (see Table 1). However, Ethiopian export performance does not reach 

what expected or targeted for and it is still small with export revenue; export products are mainly 

traditional ones with low value; or export prices are below world market prices. This fact calls that 

more attention should be given to the setting of export strategies and export promotion activities 

in Ethiopia. Therefore, understanding the determinants of export behaviors of firms via the 

evidence from firm-level data must be necessary and implicative. Therefore, a systematic 

empirical study is needed to investigate the impact of exports on productivity growth and vice 

versa, and the transmission mechanisms in economies that may suffer from considerable market 

failure and government intervention. This study has the objective of dealing with such an exercise. 

Thus, the present study motivated by the existing empirical research crevice and the need to revisit 

the validity of the two hypotheses within manufacturing firms in the Ethiopian context for the 

period 2000-2011. 

 

We measure productivity change by using Stochastic Frontier Approach (SFA) to release the 

assumption of a full efficiency of firms and decompose into its components, such as technical 

efficiency change, scale efficiency change, and technological progress change by following S. 

Kumbhakar and Lovell (1998). Although other approaches like data envelopment analysis (DEA) 

may divide productivity change, the SFA has been preferred in this study. This is due to its 

advantages with regard to controlling with inefficiencies resulted from omitted variables, 

measurement errors, outliers and stochastic noise, which may result in a possible upward bias of 

inefficiency scores (Del Gatto, Di Liberto, & Petraglia, 2011). Besides, we used an additional 

productivity measure which is Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) methodology (see Appendix A.5) and 

also labor productivity calculated by output per total employees which are in levels. We then used 

different econometric methods to deal with the causality between export participation and 

productivity change with its compositions.  

 

Above all, this paper has the following main novelties vis‐à‐vis previous literature in the area of 

heterogeneous-firm trade empirical literature. First, in relation to decomposing productivity and 
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dealing with the two hypotheses, to the best of my knowledge, it is the first investigation to 

consider the impact of export participation on each component of TFP in the context of African 

firms. Second, decomposing TFP can provide another way to explain the mixed findings in 

empirical studies as well as provides additional insights into understanding the recent debate on 

TFP growth and the transmission mechanisms in economies that may suffer from considerable 

market failure and government intervention but totally neglected in Africa, partly due to lack of 

suitable data. Third, a closer and a deep look at of this issue will broaden our empirical insight into 

what policies and strategies should be pursued. This helps to improve productivity, encourage their 

entry into exporting and thus their competitiveness in the global market in line with each 

component given the Ethiopian government’s rigorous export promotion activities and the recent 

rise in the number of manufacturing firms entering into the international market. Thus, the 

empirical results of this study may provide a basis for evaluating the efficiency of these export-

promotion strategies. Similarly, the study of the self - selection hypothesis has a policy implication 

which helps for policy-makers to find ways to lower the sunk cost of exporting so as for 

encouraging their participation. Last but not least, unlike most previous studies on export 

participation, we control for unobserved firm heterogeneity using the dynamic random effect 

model proposed by J. M. Wooldridge (2005). In sum, our contention is that export participation 

can adversely affect productivity change, but it may create favorable effects on each component 

of productivity change. Thus, considering TFP as an aggregated index will conceal such 

fascinating points. Furthermore, we complement the evidence by studying the impact of other firm-

specific characteristics as determinants of its export performance.  

 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and 3 presents related literature and 

some background information about Ethiopian economy respectively. Data sources are presented 

in section 4 while section 5 specifies the empirical models. Finally, section 6 and 7 consecutively 

discusses the results and concluding remarks. 

2. Related Literature  
 

This section reviews the empirical literature associated with the two-way linkage between exports 

and firm productivity. There are a large number of empirical studies that have attempted to test the 

self-selection and learning by exporting hypotheses empirically, following the influential papers 

by A. Bernard and Jansen (1999) and Clerides et al. (1998). A common fact reported in the 

previous empirical research is that exporters are superior to non-exporters. This feature can be 

attributed to the self-selection effect or the learning effect from exporting or both, albeit they vary 

greatly relating to empirical methodology and measurement of firm productivity.  

 

The literature discussing the causality of an exporting-productivity relationship shows mixed 

empirical support in both developed and developing countries. Some have found corroborating 

evidence of self-selection. These include (A. Bernard & Jansen, 1999) for the US; (Baldwin & Gu, 
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2003) for Canada; (Arnold & Hussinger, 2005; A. B. Bernard & Wagner, 1997, 2001) for 

Germany; (Imbruno, 2008) for Italy; (Delgado, Farinas, & Ruano, 2002) for Spain; (Aw, Chung, 

& Roberts, 2000; Liu, Tsou, & Hammitt, 1999; Roberts & Tybout, 1997) for Taiwan; (Clerides et 

al., 1998) for Colombia, Mexico and Morocco; (Isgut, 2001; Roberts & Tybout, 1997) for 

Columbia; (Poddar, 2004) for India; (Vu, 2012) for Vietnam; (Sinani & Hobdari, 2010) for 

Estonia. At the same time, they failed to find evidence supporting an increase in productivity after 

entry into the export market. In other words, the above empirical studies confirm that exporting 

firms are more productive than non-exporting firms and revealed that higher productivity of firms 

occurs before entry into export markets. By contrast, there are also some other studies in which 

they haven’t found significant effects regarding the causality from firm productivity to the decision 

to export ((A. B. Bernard & Jensen, 2004) for the U.S.; (Bigsten et al., 2004; Rankin, Söderbom, 

& Teal, 2006) for sub-Saharan Africa and (Aw et al., 2000) for Korea). 

 

Similarly, a mixed picture also appears regarding empirical findings of the learning by exporting 

hypothesis in both developed and developing countries, albeit, feeble and less in number (see 

(Wagner, 2007a)). In contrast to the above, some others have argued that the higher productivity 

of exporters compared with non-exporters can be attributed to the benefits of export activities. For 

example, using UK data the following (Crespi, Criscuolo, & Haskel, 2008; Girma, Greenaway, & 

Kneller, 2003; Greenaway & Kneller, 2004, 2007) have found that firms boost their productivity 

advantage after being exporters. Similar results also found from Canada and Slovenia 

manufacturing plants by Baldwin and Gu (2003) and De Loecker (2007) respectively. In contrary 

to developed countries, in which evidence for learning effect is rare, in the developing countries 

learning by exporting effects is more popular. For instance, (Kraay, 1999; Park, Yang, Shi, & 

Jiang, 2010; Sun & Hong, 2011) for Chinese firms; (Blalock & Gertler, 2004) for Indonesian firms; 

(Yasar, Nelson, & Rejesus, 2006) for Turkey and (Bigsten et al., 2004) for Sub-Saharan African 

countries have found evidence of a post-exporting productivity gain. In contrast, a number of 

studies have found no proof of the learning by exporting effect (for instance: (Hailu & Tanaka, 

2015) (A. B. Bernard & Jensen, 1999b; Hung, Salomon, & Sowerby, 2004) for the USA; (Fu, 

2005) for China; (Vu, 2012) for Vietnam; (Arnold & Hussinger, 2005; Wagner, 2002) for 

Germany). 

 

However, some authors also documented the coexistence of both hypotheses and thus close the 

room to believe that causation cannot run in both directions by showing that the exporter 

productivity premium derived from both the self-selection mechanism and the learning by 

exporting hypothesis. For instance; (Aw, Roberts, & Winston, 2007) for Taiwan; (Alvarez & 

Lopez, 2005) for Chile; (Kimura & Kiyota, 2006) for Japan; (Girma, Greenaway, & Kneller, 2004; 

Greenaway & Kneller, 2004) for the UK; (Hahn, 2005) for Korea; (Fernandes & Isgut, 2005) for 

Colombia; (Bigsten et al., 2004) as well as (Van Biesebroeck, 2005) for SSA Countries; and 

(Bigsten & Gebreeyesus, 2009) for Ethiopia. Some other studies, while, have failed to find any 

evidence for either hypothesis and conclude that the performance characteristics of exporters and 
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non-exporters are remarkably similar (e.g., (Girma et al., 2003); (Kim, Gopinath, & Kim, 2009) 

and (Sharma & Mishra, 2011) using data from Swedish, Korean, and Indian firms, respectively). 

 

In addition to the previously mentioned reasons, some other researchers also consider particular 

behavior of firms involved in international activities for the existence of a mixed result, for 

example, product and country diversification ((Andersson, 2001) for Sweden and (Wagner, 2007b) 

for Germany); import behavior ((Castellani, Serti, & Tomasi, 2010) for Italy); Geo-economic 

orientation ((Damijan, Polanec, & Prašnikar, 2004) for Slovenia) and FDI behavior ((Helpman, 

Melitz, & Stephen, 2004) for USA). 

 

All in all, to this point there has been numerous empirical literature reflecting the association 

between exporting and productivity but evidence of a nexus is inconclusive. Thus, one must adopt 

an empirical technique that enables to handle the two-way causation. The issue, it would seem, is 

very much at the informative stage where no dominant explanation has prevailed, despite the many 

studies on the subject (Sharma and Mishra, 2011). Furthermore, most authors often examine 

productivity from a narrow point of view that does not give enough consideration to the different 

components of productivity and the importance of their influence in dealing with the linkage 

between export and productivity growth.  

3. Data Source 
 

This study used firm level panel data of large and medium manufacturing industries (LMMI) 

collected annually by the Ethiopian Central Statistical Agency (CSA) between year 2000 and 2011. 

Data after 2011 are excluded due to the changes in data coding by the Ethiopian CSA and unable 

to form panel with the earlier one. The coverage of these censuses is basically restricted to 

medium- and large-scale establishments which have at least 10 employees and use electricity in 

production. It provides detailed information on the basic information of the establishment, gross 

value of production, export status and its value, ownership types, costs of materials, number of 

employees, total wages paid, energy expenditure, fixed capital, among other issues in all over the 

country. Manufacturing establishments are categorized based on 4-digits ISIC4 but in this study 

for analytical purposes firms is classified into industrial groups by using the two digit ISIC codes 

by making use of ISIC Revision 3.1. 

 

The data also have detailed establishment level regarding location indicators from the region to 

the smallest administrative location. The industrial sectors involve manufactures of food and 

beverage, textile, apparel, leather and footwear, wood, paper and printing, chemicals, rubber and 

plastic, non-metal, fabricated metal, and furniture. 

                                                 
4International Standard for Industrial Classification 
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Table 1: Number of establishments, exporters, employment, output and their growth, 2000-11 

   Growth of manufacturing sector 

Year        No. of firms No. of Exporters No. of firms No. of Exporters Empl't Output 

2000 739 40     
2001 722 38 -2.3 -5.0 -9.9 -2.8 

2002 883 32 22.3 -15.8 16.8 8.1 

2003 939 41 6.3 28.1 3.2 -4.6 

2004 997 47 6.2 14.3 1.8 23.1 

20055 763 51 -23.5 8.5 -6.3 11.1 

2006 1153 56 51.1 9.8 187.9 14.9 

2007 1339 58 16.1 3.6 -50.9 11.3 

2008 1734 62 29.5 6.9 -4.2 -2.9 

2009 1948 78 12.3 25.8 11.3 9.0 

2010 1958 88 0.6 12.8 132 47.6 

2011 1936 84 -1.2 -4.5 -56.6 24.8 

       
Average   10.7 7.7 20.5 12.7 

    Source: own calculation of CSA data 

 

Table 1 shows the number of establishments, exporters, output and their growth including 

employment between 2000 and 2011. The number of establishments in the sector almost tripled in 

the sample period, amounting to an average annual growth rate of 11 per cent. The number of 

exporters, output and employment also grew by an annual average rate of 7.7, 20.5 and 12.7 per 

cent respectively in the same period, though highly variable. But due to equivalent growth in the 

total number of firms in the sector, the share of exporters has remained small. Table 2, while, 

reports the share of firms and distribution of exporters and percentage of exports in total sales and 

also employment, output, and export-shares by sector defined by 2-digit ISIC classification. In 

general, less than 5 per cent of manufacturing firms exported. The percentage of exports in total 

manufacturing was not more than 11 per cent and among exporting firms about 27 per cent of 

production was exported. More importantly, distribution of exporting varied a lot by sector and 

concentrated in a few sectors such as food and beverages, textiles, apparel, leather and tanning, 

accounting for more than 86 per cent of the number of exporters in the manufacturing industry 

during the sample period. From all exporting sectors, the share of leather and tanning, and textile 

declined from 72 and 11 in 2000 to 34 and 8 per cent in 2011 respectively, while food and 

beverages picked up from 15 to 39 percent in the same period and the above order remain the same 

                                                 

 
 

5Note: The low number of firms and thus employment too in 2005 resulted from the statistics office decision to take 

samples in specific sectors, such as bakery products, furniture, and manufacture of articles of concrete, cement, and 

plaster. The total population of formal manufacturing establishments in 2005 is above 1100. 
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for output movement too. The same holds true for employment, except for leather and tanning, 

which shows some increment. These four two-digit industries also accounted for 60 per cent of 

formal generating manufacturing employment for more than 1.8 million people and 54 percent of 

formal manufacturing output. Since the four group sectors providing a reasonably comprehensive 

picture of the manufacturing sector in Ethiopia, the empirical analysis relies on these exports 

oriented industries and the other industries are excluded from the rest of the analysis. 

 

Table 2: Export participation and percentage of exports in total production, plus 

employment, output, and export-shares by industry, 2000–2011 

 

Export participation and %age 

of exports to total sales 

average (2000-11) 
Employment, export and output share 

 by sectors (%) 

Sectors 
Share of  

firms 

Distribution of 

exporters (%) 

All  

firms 

Exporting 

firms  

Employment6 Export Output7 

2000 2011 2000 2011 2000 2011 

Food & 

Beverages  27.6 4.6 4.4 13.5 31.3 32.7 14.9 39.4 42.1 44.9 
          

Textile 2.9 24.2 11.9 23.1 17.7 9.9 11.4 8.2 8 3.4 

Apparel 2.6 15.7 17.9 32.9 2.7 3 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.7 

Leather 

&Tanning 5.6 26.6 48.1 71.6 5.1 6.8 72.8 34 7.4 4.8 
          

Subtotal 38.7 9.9   57.8 52.4 99.6 82 58.2 53.8 

All others 61.3 0.9   42.2 47.1 0.4 18 41.8 46.2 

           
Total 100 4.5 10.5 26.87 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Source: Own Calculation from CSA data 

 

The original data and/or the 12-year unbalanced panel comprise 15111 firms’/year observations, 

of which the four two-digit sectors accounting for 38 percent. Observations with missing output 

and/or input variables and also those who observed only for one year were deleted since the 

empirical part relies on lagged values of the regressor for identification purposes. Moreover, since 

the CSA census was conducted only for establishments which employ ten persons or more, 

observations of micro firm establishments with fewer than 10 persons also deleted and left with 

4363 observations comprises 72 and 29 percent of the four group industry and the whole Ethiopian 

manufacturing firms respectively over the sample period. We grouped the four two-digit sector 

firms into three broad sectors for analysis purpose: food and beverage, textile and apparel, and 

leather and tanning and accordingly the first group accounts for 70% while the other two group 

sectors take the remaining share almost equally (15%) in our sample. 

                                                 
6 It is the sum of permanent and casual employees and the latter adjusted to year equivalent labor. 
7 Note: Output is computed as sales deflated by LMMI deflator obtained from the MoFED database using 2000 

prices as a base. 
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A potential problem with time variant data is that it is often expressed in current prices. Therefore, 

our data on current variables are deflated to 2000 prices using the various deflators to avoid biases 

that might arise because of inflation. More specifically about the dataset and measurements of 

variables in the regression analysis are presented in the appendix A.7. 

4. Some background and Review of Ethiopian Economy 

4.1. Ethiopia’s economic policy and export performance 
 

After independence, most countries in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) generally choose an import-

substitution (IS) industrialization strategy. It seemed to work initially during the 1950s and 1960s, 

although after years of implementation, IS failed to act as an appropriate trade development 

strategy. This is due to the fact that the heavy protection and subsidization had resulted in a 

paralyzed and inefficient industry requiring permanent subsidization with little prospect of 

achieving international competitiveness which is consistent with a study by (Wade, 1990). Since 

then the idea of export expansion strategy has gained popularity as a major path to industrialization 

and instruments that useful in boosting economic growth for developing countries (Krugman & 

Obstfeld, 2003). In other words, due to increasing pressure to liberalize trade and open up domestic 

markets to international competition, domestic industries in SSA can no longer be effectively 

shielded from foreign competition and even resulting inefficiency. Thus, since the 1980s, most 

countries in Sub-Saharan Africa introduced economic reform programs like structural adjustment 

programs (SAPs) to address the mounting internal and external economic imbalances under the 

auspices of the international financial institutions as preconditions for donor funding.  

 

Correspondingly, Ethiopia also adopted this program, including trade liberalization to transform 

the structure of its economy by making a decisive break with its command economy in many 

following the fall of the Derg government in 1991. This was accomplished by selectively pursing 

the SAPs put forward by the IMF and WB with the main theoretical premise that government 

interventions were inefficient because they distorted market signals. The new reform program 

declared in 1993 initiated a comprehensive trade reform, and it is committed to several measures 

that go beyond stabilization and liberalization. The prices of domestic inputs and finished goods 

were decoupled from arbitrary government regulation and interference. The government has also 

a strong sense of public sector reform that accorded autonomy to the state-owned enterprises was 

implemented and some enterprises were privatized. The export tariffs were abolished; export 

subsidies to domestic and export-oriented firms were eliminated and were replaced by incentives 

that provided the duty-free importation of raw materials. Last but least, the new reform program 

involved a large devaluation of the local currency aimed at dismantling quantitative restrictions 

and gradually reducing the level and dispersion of tariff rates in 1993 (Abegaz, 1999).  
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In 1998, the government further launched an Export Promotion Strategy in which some 

manufacturing like textiles, leather, and agro-industry sectors were chosen for preferential 

treatment. This is justified on the ground that they are labor-intensive and provide strong linkage 

with the agricultural sector and comparative advantage to compete in the export market. 

Furthermore, the government has given due attention to the policy emphasis on export-led 

manufacturing growth and providing a wide range of incentives. Export Trade Duty Incentive 

Scheme issued in 2001, which includes duty draw‐backs, vouchers, and bonded manufacturing 

warehouses, where exporters are refunded 100% of any duty paid on raw materials. Furthermore, 

the government issued directives in 2004 to reduce taxes and other costs of salaries paid to foreign 

experts to further encourage exporters to acquire foreign technology and expertise are part of this 

measure (Bigsten & Gebreeyesus, 2009). In sum, it is expected that the increased openness to 

international trade would increase firm-level efficiency and promote economic growth because 

foreign trade would make it possible for them to exploit economies of scale, access to new 

technologies and knowledge and thus improve their productivity (Helpman & Krugman, 1985; 

Melitz, 2003). 

 

The government has already accomplished two programs which are sustainable development and 

poverty reduction program (SDPRP) from 2002/03 to 2004/05, and plan for accelerated and 

sustained development to end poverty (PASDEP) from 2005/06 to 2009/10 with different targets. 

They aimed to strengthen the private sector and bring rapid export growth that includes high-value 

agricultural products and export oriented manufacturing sectors were the prioritized one. 

Currently, the Ethiopian government implementing the second five-year growth and 

transformation plan (GTP) covering the period from 2015/16 to 2019/20 following the first one by 

giving due emphasis on improving physical infrastructure through public investment projects and 

promoting the manufacturing sector and export performance. In order to meet the targets, the 

government has played an important role in improving the investment climate and providing direct 

support to the selected sectors. This support includes providing economic incentives for 

exporters/investors by granting cheaper credit, easy access to land at lower lease prices and longer 

tenure periods, and duty and tax exemptions. The plan also involves promoting export-oriented 

cluster developments by flourishing industrial zones around major cities with the necessary 

infrastructures such as roads, power and telecommunications and capacity building in terms of 

increasing the supply of skilled manpower for the sectors (World Bank, 2016). To exploit this 

opportunity, a number of foreign companies from China, India, Turkey, and Japan are currently 

jostling in the country, which has led to a sudden upsurge in FDI inflow in the last four to five 

years (Hailu & Tanaka, 2015). 

 

Despite the huge potential opportunity for manufacturing industries and the government’s 

commitment to its development, the sector has not been performing up to expectations. Unlike it 

has recently been seen in East Asian countries, in Africa, particularly in Ethiopia the sector 

regrettably plays a rather limited role to bring about the structural change in this regard. In other 
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words, while Ethiopia’s economy continues to register strong and robust growth, which explained 

by the real GDP grew by more than 10 percent for almost a decade, the contribution of the 

industrial sector to the Economy is at its infant stage and lagged by far from agricultural and service 

sectors. Its share, composed of LMMI, small scale industry, construction, mining and quarrying, 

electricity and water, remains stagnant for a long time at about 14% of the GDP and that of the 

manufacturing sector is only 4.4% share of total GDP in 2013 (NBE, 2013/14). The sector is 

limited to simple agro-processing activities (sugar, grain milling, edible oil production, leather 

tanning) and production of basic consumer goods (beer, footwear, textiles and garment). Industries 

that might help accumulate technological capabilities and create dynamic inter-industry linkages 

– such as chemical, electrical and electronics, metal-processing and other engineering industries – 

are almost non-existent. Besides, most manufacturing exports are agriculture-based, which include 

clothing, semi-processed hides, footwear, and beverages while the main imports are capital goods 

and manufactured consumer goods from other countries and are heavily dependent on fuel imports 

(Hailu & Tanaka, 2015). 

4.2. Overall macroeconomic performance and sectoral composition 
 

With a population of more than 100 million, Ethiopia is the second and the twelfth most populous 

country in Africa and world respectively as of 2017. It has a land area of 1.1 million km2 and is 

the largest landlocked country in Africa. Ethiopia remains a predominantly rural country, with 

only 20.3% of the population living in urban areas, mainly Addis Ababa. Ethiopia experienced a 

steady population growth rate of 2.5% between 2009 and 2016. It has the fastest a growing 

economy and income per capita has tripled from US$270 in 2006/7 to US$800 in 2016 but still 

substantially lower than the Sub-Saharan average of about US$1600 in 2016. Yet, while extreme 

poverty is still high which is 27.2% in 2015 (as measured by the international poverty line of less 

than $1.90 per day), the Ethiopian government aspires to reach lower-middle income status over 

the next decade (WB, 2015). 
 

Despite strong policy emphasis on agriculture, its contribution to overall growth has been not only 

limited but also declining recently. The share of agriculture value-added in GDP, as shown in 

figure 1, has shown a decline over the past three decades from 52% in 1990’s to 42% in 2014. On 

the other hand, the service sector continued to be the main engine of growth of the economy and 

its share has been increasing and become slightly higher than the share of the agricultural sector 

in 2014 while the industry sector has remained quite small compared to other developing countries 

even if it has increased from 10% in 1990’s to 14.7% in 2014. The share of manufacturing in GDP 

is another indicator of the country's underdeveloped industry, even declined from 5% in 1990’s to 

4.2% in 2014. This is by far the lowest even by the SSA standard where the contribution of the 

manufacturing sector was not an average lower than 9% of GDP over the past three decades. This 

indicates that despite the country has shown impressive growth, the manufacturing sector loses 

momentum. 
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Figure 1:  Decomposition of GDP by main sectors 

 
Source: Own computation from (World Bank, 2016) 

 

Ethiopia has registered strong and robust growth for the past decade. Average annual GDP growth 

increased from 0.65% between 1990 and 1994 to over 10% in the period from 2010 to 2014. Due 

to the different strategies implemented by the government, the country has maintained nearly 

double-digit GDP growth since the early 2000s. At the same time, the annual growth in the service 

sector was quite significant (12 percent) mainly driven by exuberant performance in hotel and 

tourism, financial intermediation, trade, and transport and communication. Growth rates of the 

agriculture and manufacturing sectors were estimated to be 6.3 percent and 11.7 percent 

respectively (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 1: GDP and average growth rates of major sub sectors 

 

Source: (World Bank, 2016) 

4.2.1. Structure of foreign trade and export destinations 
 

Ethiopia’s foreign trade did not show a significant change in the past decade and continued to be 

primary commodity export and capital goods import-dominated though many trade reforms have 

been made to economic liberalization since the 1990s and fast economic growth of the country. 

Primary products still remain preponderant in the country’s export earnings. Food and agricultural 
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raw materials took the largest share accounted for about 87 % of the merchandize export of the 

country between 2000 and 2013 (Figure 3) while the manufacturing export remained low at an 

average of 9 % in the total merchandise export in the same period. This implies export 

diversification is at a very low stage. This predominance of the primary sector showed that in spite 

of advancements in the industry sector, industrialization was geared more towards import-

substitution. On the other side, Ethiopian merchandise imports hardly changed and dominated by 

manufacturing goods and fuel, which accounted for 69 and 16 percent respectively between 2000 

and 2013 due to the growing and high import demand as a result of investment in infrastructure 

and different construction activities. This situation significantly worsened the country's overall 

trade deficit. According to NBE statistics, the overall annual trade deficit was, on average, 16.7% 

of GDP between the periods 1999 to 2010 (NBE, 2011). 
 

Figure 2: Ethiopian export & import (% of merchandise exports & import): 2000-13 (%) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: (World Bank, 2016) 
 

Table 3 also shows the average share of the major commodities in export revenue in depth. 

Comparing the average for the periods between 2000/01 and 2013/14, there is no significant 

change in terms of the structure of the main export items except some degree of horizontal export 

diversification within the primary export products, rather than vertical diversification towards the 

manufacturing sector. Export expansion can be achieved in two ways: through the extensive 

margin (e.g. new products or new markets) or the intensive margin (e.g. more of existing products) 

(Ofa, Spence, Mevel, & Karingi, 2012). In economically weak countries, export diversification 

helps to build resilience to external economic shocks.  

 

In 2000/01, the top five export items were coffee, leather and leather products, chat, oilseeds, and 

gold accounting for 93.8% of total merchandise exports in which coffee alone accounted for 45% 

of total exports. In 2013/14, some kind of diversification within the primary export products has 

been taking place towards higher-value agricultural products such as gold, cut flowers, and 

oilseeds. Coffee is still the leading item though its dominance gradually declined, accounting for 

only 23 % of total merchandise exports in 2013/14. On the other hand, gold, cut flowers, and live 

animals export contribution have shown an increasing trend in the period under review. Finally, 

the export performance of the manufacturing sector is unsatisfactory. It is not only concentrated in 
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a few sectors, but also its contribution is very minimal. Leather industry appeared to have a 

noticeable export share initially, but in recent years its share declined to 4.1 % in 2013/14 from 

18.8% in 200/01. On the other hand, the share of meat and textile products showed encouraging 

trend and their contribution increased respectively to 2.3% to 3.5% in 2013/14. In sum, Ethiopia 

exports very few manufactured commodities compared with the Eastern African average and 

selected Asian countries, indicating both a low manufacturing production base and a lack of 

competitiveness of the sector (AfDB, 2014). 

 

Table 2: Share of major export items (% of total merchandise exports) 

 

 
Source: Adopted from (Ferede & Kebede, 2015): ERCA data 

4.2.2. Foreign market destinations 
 

High-income economies are the main outlet for Ethiopian goods, thanks to the preferential trade 

agreements (PTAs) between the European Union and Ethiopia in the Lomé conventions. Between 

2000 and 2014, on average, 64 % of the total merchandise exports of the country went to high-

income countries (Figure 4). The Arab world, Middle East and North Africa, and East Asia and 

Pacific bought 22%, 13 % and 9% of exports, respectively. On the other hand, only 2% of the total 

merchandise export made with sub-Saharan African economies, though several Sub-Saharan 

regional economic integration agreements, like TFTA, COMESA FTA, IGAD, and SFC, have 

been made. However, the country depends on few countries for its imports. In 2012, the share of 

imports originating from the top five countries (i.e. China, Saudi Arabia, India, USA, and Italy) 

increased to 55% (Ferede & Kebede, 2015). 
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Figure 3: Ethiopian major export destinations, 2000-14 %) 

 
Source: (World Bank, 2016)  

 

4.2.3. Distribution of manufacturing firms by Ownership and region 
 

Another feature of the Ethiopian manufacturing sector is its ownership structure. Over time, the 

extent of privatization gets strength at the expense of the public enterprises and the proportion of 

public sector has seriously shrunk leaving the position for the private counterpart. This is partly 

the result of the progressive privatization measures that the government has undertaken since the 

early 1990s following the shift from social-oriented centrally planned economy to market-oriented 

mixed economy approach as a part of SAP. The number of public establishments declined from 

17.5 % in 2000 to 4 percent in 2011, while the number of private establishments grew by 13% 

over the same period (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 4: Ownership Structure  

 

Source: Own computation of CSA data 

 

Considerable regional variations are observed in the distribution of firms in Ethiopia (Figure 6). 

Among the regions of the country, Addis Ababa contributed 61.8 percent of the total establishment 

during 2000. This high concentration of industries in Addis Ababa is due to proxy to the central 
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market, high demand, choice of labor force type and infrastructural developments are major ones. 

Following Addis Ababa, Oromia, SNNP, Amhara, Dire Dawa and Tigray are the next five regional 

states that constitute 15.2, 7.6, 6.3, 3.7 and 3.1 percent of the total establishments respectively in 

the same period. In 2011, the same trends observed in terms of regional distribution with some 

fluctuations. Though the highest share of LMSMI still dominated by Addis Ababa in terms of 

regional distributions, but its share of the total regional distributions declines to 37.8% while other 

regions except Dire Dawa shows an increases trends. Among these, Oromia, Amhara, and SNNP 

have a share of 24.2%, 11.7% and 11.4% respectively and the rest 2.3% is shared by the remaining 

five regions. 
 

 

Figure 5: Distribution of manufacturing sector by regional states 

 

Source: Own computation of CSA data 

5. Methodology 
 

We examine the impact of export participation on productivity change in a two-stage process. 

First, we estimate TFP change through a SFA and then decomposing it into its components: 

changes in technical efficiency, technical progress, and scale efficiency. The Levinsohn-Petrin 

approach and labor productivity also used to measure productivity. Second, we examine the impact 

of exports on productivity and TFP components and vice-versa using regression techniques. 

5.1. Stochastic frontier analysis 
 

The methodologies for productivity estimation can be broadly categorized into the frontier and 

non-frontier8 approaches. The former models are superior by incorporating inefficiencies that may 

arise in the production process in many cases and also differ from the latter in the assumption that 

observed production units do not fully utilize their existing technology (Del Gatto et al., 2011). 

Productivity change results not only from technical change but also from improvements in the 

                                                 
8 Employs either deterministic techniques, which include growth accounting and index numbers, or econometric 

methods, which include growth regression and proxy numbers 
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efficiency of production when there is inefficiency. Thus, the frontier approach is preferred to the 

non-frontier approach so as to decompose change in TFP into its components. 

 

There are two competing frontier models to estimate TFP at the firm level, though it is difficult to 

argue SFA (parametric econometric method) is superior to DEA (a deterministic or non-parametric 

mathematical programming method) or vice versa. The present study used SFA so as to overcome 

the following drawbacks of DEA. First, DEA is sensitive to small measurement errors. Second, 

DEA is a non-parametric technique and statistical hypothesis tests are difficult. Third, DEA 

doesn’t incorporate the stochastic nature of production rather attributes any discrepancy between 

observed and potential output to inefficiency. In addition, DEA analysis may lead to unexpected 

results and is suspicious to outliers. DEA neglects inefficiencies resulted from omitted variables, 

unobserved measurement errors, and stochastic noise, which may result in a possible upward bias 

of inefficiency scores (Del Gatto et al., 2011; Jacobs, Smith, & Street, 2006). Furthermore, the 

data used in this study are relatively large and hence it is possible to avoid outliers and the analysis 

is not vulnerable to problems related to small sample size. 

 

Following S. C. Kumbhakar and Lovell (2003), this study employed a translog9 production 

function specification in order to calculate TFP change and its components: 
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Where the subscript i indicates the firm, y is observed output, t is a time variable which serves as 

a proxy for technical change; ,L K and M index labor, capital and intermediate10 inputs 

respectively; 's  denotes the parameters to be estimated. The error term is composed of two 

components. The first is a statistical random disturbance term, v, which captures producer specific 

external shocks on observed output and assumed to be identically and independently distributed 

(IID) 2(0, )VN   and independent of theu ’s. The latter ( itu ) is defined by the truncation (at zero)11 

of the 2( , )it uN u  distributions and captures production loss due to firm- specific technical 

inefficiency and assumed to vary over both firms and time period. 

 

                                                 
9 We made the generalized likelihood ratio test to choose the appropriate functional form specification between 

translog and Cobb-Douglas and found the latter is proper. 
10 We used the aggregated value of raw materials, fuel and lubricating oil, electricity, wood and charcoal for energy 

and water and deflated by GDP deflator obtained from WB’s ADI by using year 2000 as a base like in Lundvall and 

Battese (2000) and Hailu and Tanaka (2015). 
11 i.e. half-normal distribution are assumed for the u 
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According to S. Kumbhakar and Lovell (1998) TFP change, denoted by TFP, can be decomposed 

into four components. The first is the rate of technological change (TP)12 which shifts the 

production function upward or downward (which is a measure of innovation) while the second 

component is a scale component (SC) which represents the scale elasticity contribution to the TFP 

change. The last two parts consecutively are a change in technical efficiency (TE) which shows 

the movement of producers towards the frontier (a measurement of catching-up with the best 

performance) and allocative efficiency which captures the impact of deviations of input prices 

from the value of their marginal products. The last one is not considered in this study due to the 

unavailability of price information and its assumption of the perfect competitive market which is 

unlikely in developing countries like Ethiopia. Furthermore, they define a rate of technological 

change as the partial derivative of the logged production function with respect to time; scale 

component is the scale elasticity contribution to the TFP change, and technical efficiency change 

is the derivative of technical efficiency with respect to time. Hence, for the translog production 

function specified in equation (1), the productivity change components can be expressed as: 

 

Technological change:  
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Technical efficiency change:  
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; output elasticity 

with respect to inputs and 
. . .

,K L and M denotes the rate of change of inputs. 

 

Total factor productivity change: ..............................................5TFP TP SE TE     

 

The model which is given by equation (1) is estimated by the maximum likelihood method using 

FRONTIER 4.1 software written by T. J. Coelli, Rao, O'Donnell, and Battese (2005). Then, 

components of TFP change is calculated using the estimated coefficients by equations (2), (3) and 

(4). The estimation regression results and statistical tests are displayed in the Appendix A.1. 

 

                                                 
12 It is positive (negative) if exogenous technical change shifts the production frontier upward (downward) for a 

given level of inputs. 
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5.2. Model specification and estimation method of the self-selection 

effect 
 

The main idea of this hypothesis is to identify firm-specific characteristics that make a firm more 

likely to export and then searching the dividing line between firms that sell only domestically and 

those that export to foreign markets. The empirical framework of the export market participation 

decision of this study drawn from the work of Roberts and Tybout (1997), Clerides et al. (1998), 

Tybout (2003) and Melitz (2003). They argue that exporters turn out to be more productive than 

non-exporters before their entry into the international market. This is justified by the existence 

costs composed of two components: sunk costs and fixed costs. The former refer to the costs 

associated with exporting in conjunction with firm heterogeneity to enter into foreign markets. 

These are costs related to transport, distribution, marketing searches, production to adapt domestic 

goods for foreign consumers’ tastes or country-specific regulations, workers with skills oriented 

to manage foreign networks (Melitz, 2003). The latter occur as long as a firm remains in the export 

market, e.g. transport and service costs and marketing costs. Besides, low pricing strategy, 

reducing the marginal cost or mark-up, helps them to be more competitive than other firms at an 

international level (A. B. Bernard et al., 2003). Then, exporting experience and thus persistence 

increases substantially the probability of staying and exporting next year (Basile, 2001; Roberts & 

Tybout, 1997). Therefore, the author of this study followed a dynamic probit model specification, 

which has been widely adopted in most econometric studies of firm’s decision to enter into 

exporting, similar to the method of Roberts and Tybout (1997). 

  

In their model, for a given firm, the export status of the firm i  is given by itE where it equals 1 if 

firm i exports at time t  and 0 otherwise. In each period, firm i  exports in period t  if the expected 

gross revenue and profit of the firm exceeds the current cost including the sunk entry cost. A firm’s 

export behavior is modeled as a discrete choice equation: 

 
*

* 1
1 1*
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.....................................................6
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Where itp denotes the price of goods sold abroad; itc denotes the cost of producing optimal export 

quantity *

itq . S indicates the sunk entry costs and varies across firms; tX indicates vectors of 

exogenous factors affecting the firms’ profitability. itZ indicates vectors of firm-specific 

characteristics affecting the firms’ profitability. Finally, 1itE  denotes the export status of the firm i

at time 1t  or first lag of firm’s export status which is a significant predictor of current export 

status and thus enables to capture the effect of sunk entry costs or the persistence (hysteresis) of 
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exporting (Roberts & Tybout, 1997). According to this specification, the firm will not have to 

incur the entry cost again in time t  once it has exported in the period time 1t  .  

 

The reduced-form of the above binary choice model is therefore written as:   

 

11 (1 ) 0
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Following this framework, we specify the following model to estimate the export status of firm’s 

conditional on the previous export status and observed characteristics that potentially affect firm 

profitability. This framework assumes that firms have to decide every year whether or not to 

export, conditional on their past export status and other lagged value of firm attributes.  

 

Decision of export participation is thus made every year as follow: 

 

1 1 1 sec ....................................8it E it P it c it year tor Location i itE E Q Z F F F               

 

Where 1it itE and E  denote respectively a dichotomous dummy variable indicating the firm’s 

current and previous export status. The latter is employed in order to control for the presence of 

sunk costs as indicated by previous studies (see (A. B. Bernard & Jensen, 2004; Bigsten & 

Gebreeyesus, 2009; Roberts & Tybout, 1997)). The key variable of interest is the lagged 

productivity 1( )itQ  , which is believed to have an impact on the current export status of firms as 

only firms that are more productive and/or has a higher productive change are willing to pay the 

additional costs to enter the foreign markets. It is measured with three methods. These are TFP 

predicted from the stochastic frontier methodology in rates; and Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) 

methodology, and also labor productivity to test the robustness of the result in levels. In other 

words, if there is support for self-selection-into-exporting, i.e. productive firms become exporters,

P would be positive and statistically significant. If there are fixed costs associated with exporting, 

so that firms tend to continue exporting once they have entered the international market, E would 

be positive and significant (Roberts & Tybout, 1997). Further i itand   represent the time-

invariant firm-specific unobservable characteristics such as managerial ability, technological 

opportunities or attitudes towards risk and an idiosyncratic error that is assumed to be normally 

distributed and uncorrelated with the regressors respectively. 

 

The estimation of the above dynamic specification of export decision requires addressing two 

important issues. First, the possible correlation between &i itZ  and thus applying the standard 

maximum likelihood estimation would lead to inconsistent estimates. Second the “initial condition 
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problem” which implies that i  and ioE (initial export status) are correlated which will overstate 

the extent of state dependence (the magnitude of
E ) if using the standard random effects model 

(that assumes exogenous). The initial period in the sample data does not coincide with the initial 

period of the dynamic process and thus, obtaining consistent estimates requires a special treatment 

of
ioE . To deal with these issues, this model follows the conditional maximum likelihood estimator 

proposed by J. M. Wooldridge (2005) that models the unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity (

i ) as a function of ioE and the time-average of all past and future values of exogenous covariates. 

Again, firm specific time averages of the time variant variables are included in the model to allow 

for a correlation between these variables and time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity. 

Accordingly, the unobserved heterogeneity is modeled as: 
_ _

1 2 3i o io i iiE Z Q           

Where 
_ _

i iZ and Q  denote the time-average of a set of exogenous variables and productivity for 

each firm respectively which are defined as:
_ _

1 1

1 11 1
;

T T

i it itit t
Z T Z Q T Q 

  
   and 

_ _
2

,( / , ) (0, )ii io iE Z Q N   . T denotes the number of time periods. 

 

Substituting the above equation into equation (8) to obtain: 

 
_ _

1 1 1 sec 1 2 3 ..................9it E t P it c it year tor location o io i i itiE E Q Z F F F E Z Q                     
 

The estimate of 1  is of interest as it shows the association between the initial value of firm export 

participation and the unobserved effects.  

 

According to past studies and the characteristics of the dataset we use, export decisions of firms 

are determined by a combination of firm-specific and exogenous characteristics, besides the lagged 

dependent variable. Firstly, standard firm characteristic variables such as firm size, input intensity, 

age, labor skill, ownership and average wage were included in the majority of past studies (e.g., 

(Aw et al., 2007; Roper, Love, & Hígon, 2006; Wagner, 2001)). Time-invariant variables are added 

to the model to decrease the error variance and appear either in the vector 
_

iitZ or in Z . This 

includes industry dummies to capture sectoral difference in productivity. Effects of time-specific 

factors such as macroeconomic conditions (like the possible influence of the business cycle and 

exchange rates) that affect all the firms are also captured by using time dummies for panel data as 

suggested by J. Wooldridge (2009). Region dummies are also included to capture region-specific 

characteristics.  

 

Attention also is given to the relationship between a firm’s production technology, represented by 

its capital intensity, and export participation of firms. We define capital intensity as the ratio of 
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capital to the total number of employees. Firms in developed countries are believed to export 

capital-intensive products (Ranjan & Raychaudhuri, 2011), while their counterparts in developing 

countries like Ethiopia (a labor abundant and low-wage country) export labor-intensive ones. 

Besides, ownership dummy, whether it is state owned or not, also included in the model.  

 

The foundation year of firms is also available in the census data, allowing us to calculate the age 

of each firm which is related to firm experience, performance, and size. Its effect is paradoxical. 

On the one hand, it is usually argued that the older firms are more likely to export, because the 

longer a firm has been in business, the more likely it is to look for foreign markets to grow further. 

All of these favor their exporting activities. On the other hand, the opposite has also been 

suggested. This is explained by the argument that young managers may have stronger global 

orientation and capability. These firms are called “born globals”, and start to export after a short 

time of start-up (Moen, 2002). We include both age and age squared to examine the effect of firms’ 

experience, with an aim to test the effect of firms’ experience and its deterioration with time. 

Further, we also interested in the effect of quality of human resource and firm size which are 

usually proxies by the average wage and number of employees respectively. Accordingly, these 

indexes are also included in the model.   

 

When we come to the estimation methods, we test the above two equations by using two 

specifications. First, by using probit model in the pooled data set even if it is more likely to give 

upward biased and inconsistent estimates due to ignores any unobserved effects like product 

attributes or managerial ability which might have an effect of firm’s export decision. These can 

induce persistence in the decision to export or not to export by the firm, and then may lead us to 

overestimate the parameter of the lagged dependent variable and thus an exaggerated conclusion 

regarding the size of the entry costs in the model (A. B. Bernard & Wagner, 1997). However, we 

can yield the upper bound of the effect of past export status via this test. Second, we use the J. M. 

Wooldridge (2005) dynamic probit framework that assumes a distribution of the unobserved 

heterogeneity such as firm management quality conditional on observed covariates (exogenous 

variables) and the initial value and follows the conditional maximum likelihood estimator. This 

estimate is important to control both for the initial conditions problem of the non-linear dynamic 

model and the correlation between i  
and observed characteristics. Besides, it is expected to give 

the best estimates of the availability and structure of data used in this analysis and thus it is the 

most preferred model in this paper.  

 

Lastly, many previous studies about determinants of export participation often lagged firm 

characteristics by one or more periods to reduce the simultaneity. Therefore, a series of one-period 

lagged explanatory covariates is used in our regression estimation are used to control for reverse 

causation running from exporting to firm performance following Roberts and Tybout (1997). For 

robust checking, we also estimated for each group sectors with different productivity measures 

(see Appendix A.2). 
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5.3. Model specification and estimation method of the learning by 

exporting effect 
 

Contrary to the self-selection hypothesis, the main objective of this section is to examine whether 

productivity change and its decompositions might be boosted after entering export markets. This 

may due to reduction of x-inefficiency via increased competition, access to new technology, or 

economies of scale arising from participating in world market, which in turn improves their 

productivity as argued by Clerides et al. (1998). Thus, I follow the extended dynamic choice model 

of Roberts and Tybout (1997) on export decisions to allow for learning effects which is adopted 

by Clerides et al. (1998) and subsequent studies. Thus, the model of this study is estimated using 

the following equation by including export history in a regression of firm productivity: 

 

, 1 , 1 sec .................10it i t i t it year tor location itQ Q E Z F F F            

 

Where 1it itQ and Q  denote current and lagged output respectively. And in which we entered the 

estimated TFP change predicted from stochastic frontier production function (TFPSF) and from 

Levinsohn-Petrin methodology (TFPSF), change in technological progress (TPc), change in 

technical efficiency (TEc), and scale efficiency change (SEc) alternatively. The lagged dependent 

variable is introduced to control for high persistency in the productivity change from both 

Levinsohn-Petrin in levels and stochastic frontier in rates. In light of the evidence that more 

productive firms self-select into exporting, the lagged export dummy can also pick up a previous 

productivity effect if the latter is not controlled for. 

 

The main interest variable is prior export status being captured by a dummy variable ( 1itE  ) which 

allows to consider the effect of average treatment and minimizes the biases due to measurement 

errors as indicated by Stampini and Davis (2009). A positive and significant  indicates a learning 

effect from export participation. A set of control variables and a pure random error term 

respectively denotes by it itZ and  . Control variables include total employment, capital, 

intermediate inputs, age, and ownership. It is expected that firms with higher size and more 

experience in business are more likely to gain higher productivity. Lastly, as discussed earlier, 

sec,year tor locationF F and F represent the year, sector and location-fixed effects that might impact 

differently on the relationship between export participation and productivity growth also controlled 

in the model. 

 

Going to estimating the relationship between export participation and productivity growth and its 

components, normal OLS estimators are biased upwards due to non-randomness which arises from 

different possible biases, namely the endogeneity13 bias and selection bias. The first bias happens 

                                                 
13It is important to note that endogeneity arises when an explanatory variable is correlated with the error term and may 

be caused by simultaneity or reverse causality, omitted variables, and measurement error. The dependent variable can 
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due to time-invariant unobserved heterogeneity which is likely embedded in firms’ and sector’s 

history. These are associated with managerial skills, firms’ relationship with their business 

communities and relevant authorities, which may differ across firms and vary over time. Further, 

it is likely that there are unobserved factors in equation (10) that are correlated with a firm’s input 

choices. This is the standard simultaneity problem that arises in the econometric estimation of 

production functions. To address these problem, some previous studies (e.g., (Fryges & Wagner, 

2010; Vu, 2012; Wagner, 2012)) have used fixed-effect (FE) regression with panel data to consider 

the impact of export participation on firm performance. This method can overcome the bias in 

estimated results, where the unobservable characteristics are treated as time-invariant factors of 

the error (Cameron & Trivedi, 2009) but not solve time variant unobserved firm or industry 

characteristics that might cause an endogeneity problem (Sun & Hong, 2011). 

 

In order to address the issue of endogeneity, this paper applied a one-step System-GMM approach 

with the export-status included directly in the production function of Blundell and Bond (1998)14 

(like (Bigsten & Gebreeyesus, 2009; Van Biesebroeck, 2005),…). This is derived from the 

estimation of a system of two simultaneous equations, one in levels (with lagged first differences 

as instruments) and the other in first differences (with lagged levels as instruments). Specifically, 

we used the first and earlier lags of all the inputs and the second and earlier lags of the dependent 

variable. The other control variables as instruments for the first difference equation, and the lagged 

first difference of all explanatory variables were used as instruments in the level equations. In order 

to have a benchmark on the coefficients estimated using system-GMM, we also estimated the 

production function using pooled OLS which gives the upper bound for the lagged dependent 

variable. To take into account the biases of estimated input coefficients due to the heterogeneity 

of production technology across sectors, we estimated the production function at the 2-ISIC digit 

level. The results are reported in Appendix A.3. 

 

The other issue that should be addressed in estimating the learning by exporting model is selection 

bias. This would occur if firms self-select to export in anticipation of higher productivity in the 

future or selection into the exporting group is non-random, meaning that exporters may have very 

different characteristics from non-exporters. That makes difficult to specifically detect the effect 

of treatment (exporting status) since we do not know the result of the treated (exporters) when it 

is not under treatment (exporting). In that case the effect cannot be evaluated simply by comparing 

the average productivity of exporters and non-exporters and the result might be biased. In other 

words, this arises when making comparisons between the group of treated firms and the control 

(non-exporting) groups using all observations may be inappropriate or estimating learning effects 

                                                 
also be an endogenous variable. A typical method in econometrics for dealing with endogenous explanatory variables 

is to use instrumental variables. 
14The Bover and Arellano (1997)/Blundell and Bond (1998) estimator augments Arellano-Bond (difference GMM) 

by making an additional assumption, that first differences of instrumenting variables are uncorrelated with the fixed 

effects. This allows the introduction of more instruments, and can dramatically improve efficiency. It builds a system 

of two equations—the original equation as well as the transformed one—and is known as “system GMM.” 
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using traditional econometric routines would lead to biased results. Matching method is used as an 

efficient instrument to deal with problems arising from selection bias and to derive clean estimates 

of the causal effect of exporting of the outcome variables. This method relies on building a suitable 

control group from among non-treated that are used as counterfactuals for exporters. That is, each 

exporter is matched to an untreated unit that is as similar as possible in terms of observable 

(similar) characteristics before treatment. This control group should have 𝑛-1 (out of 𝑛) features 

similar to the exporter’s group and differ only in the 𝑛th characteristic, which is the decision to 

export. Accordingly, by following previous studies (see (Altăr & Cazacu, 2016; Arnold & 

Hussinger, 2005; Bigsten & Gebreeyesus, 2009; Girma et al., 2003; Park et al., 2010; Wagner, 

2002)), we applied the matching method. This method involves pairing each treatment (exporter) 

and comparison (non-exporter) units that are as close as they can be, allowing us to drive out 

effects that can be reliably attributed to exporting. 

 

First, we better to identify those variables that make a firm more likely to export. This includes 

firm age and its square, size, capital-intensity, wage, type of ownership, and industry and year 

dummies (Arnold & Hussinger, 2005; Bigsten & Gebreeyesus, 2009; Roberts & Tybout, 1997). 

We then estimated the probability of exporting (the propensity score) using the following export 

participation equation with psmatch2 in Stata (Leuven & Sianesi, 2015) by regressing the export 

status dummy on a 1-year lag of the above variables.  

 
2

1 1 1 1 1 secln( ) ln( ) ln( ) ln( / ) ln( )

....................................11

it t t t t t year tor

Location i it

E age age size K L wage ownership F F

F  

            

 
 

6. Empirical results and discussion 

6.1. Descriptive results 

Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics which is explained by unconditional mean differences 

between exporters and non-exporters in a range of characteristics for LMMI in Ethiopia. The first 

column lists the characteristics in which the differences are examined. The results reported in Table 

4 shows (without controlling for differences in other characteristics, industry or location of firms) 

exporters are found to be superior to non-exporter in terms of productivity irrespective of whether 

it is measured by the stochastic frontier in rates or Levinsohn-Petrin and labor productivity in 

levels. All these differences are statistically significant at standard level and also this is consistent 

with the existing literature. The TFP change of exporters, which can be achieved by the three 

components; technical change, scale component, and technical efficiency change, is higher than 

that of non-exporters. On average, export industries enjoy higher technical efficiency, about 9%, 

than non-export industries while its change is deteriorating for both and severe for non-exporters. 

It reveals that inputs have not been used effectively. Comparing the technical progress of the export 

industries with that of the non-export industries, on average, the former exhibits a superior 
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performance to that of the latter industries while no statistically significant evidence for the 

difference in scale efficiency across the two groups. This fact suggests that exporting enables the 

export industries to enjoy progressive shifts in the manufacturing sector’s production technology. 

In both groups, much of the growth is due to technical progress, which is a shift in technology, and 

following with scale efficiency change while technical efficiency change shows negative 

contribution. Further, exporters produce more outputs and use more inputs (i.e. employ a larger 

number of workers, paid higher wages per worker which is a proxy for skill, are more capital-

intensive and use larger raw material and capital inputs). These results are in line with the findings 

of  A. B. Bernard et al. (1995) for USA, Van Biesebroeck (2005) for sub-Saharan Africa and 

Bigsten and Gebreeyesus (2009) for Ethiopia among others. 
 

Table 3: Mean differences in productivity and inputs usage between exporters and non-exporters 

(2000-11) 

Variables Export      Non-export            Diff         Std.Dev 

TFPSF 1.514 1.002 0.512** 0.059 
TEc -0.122 -0.133 -0.011** 0.002 
TEC. Eff 0.603 0.512 0.090** 0.022 
TPc 1.036 0.598 0.074*** 0.04 
SEc 0.6 0.537 0.063 0.047 
LP 11.664 10.673 0.991*** 0.074 
TFPLP 3.429 2.852 0.577*** 0.057 
Output 17.288 14.563 2.665*** 0.092 
Capital 15.718 13.335 2.383*** 0.113 
Employment 5.519 3.868 1.650*** 0.061 
Raw materials 16.008 13.8 2.208*** 0.09 
Average wage 9.009 8.225  0.783*** 0.054 

Capital intensity 10.737 9.798  0.939*** 0.095 
Notes: TFPLP is obtained by the Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) approach with revenue as a dependent variable .LP is labor 

productivity. TFPc is productivity growth from stochastic frontier and its components include: TEc, SEc and TPc denote technical 

efficiency change, scale efficiency change and technical progress change respectively and given in percentage. TEC.Eff is the 

technical efficiency. Productivity measures, output, capital, employment, average wage and raw materials are in logs.  
 

6.2. Productivity trajectories 
 

A possible concern with the above result is that all the exporters are treated equally and do not 

follow export history of firms. That is, it does not consider whether they were always exporting, 

newly exporting, or switched back and forth. To understand the dynamics of productivity changes 

better, we classified firms into the four categories by following A. Bernard and Jansen (1999). 

There are firms that exported during the entire sample period, which are grouped as “always.” 

Similarly, the “never” group consists of plants that never exported. The “starter” group represents 

firms that began exporting during the sample period (possibly new firms entirely). The “switcher” 

firms are those that changed their status more than once during the sample period. 
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We test the self-selection and learning by exporting hypotheses using the following equation: 
 

ln ...............................................................12
ijt

e x

it ex i it

e E x X

Y D D Control  
 

     

 

Where Y is a firm performance measure which is used to denote three different measures of firm 

performance for separate estimations such as labor productivity (Q/L) and TFPLP, both in levels 

and TFPSF in growth. The coefficient 
ex denotes the mean value of each group e  at each location 

x , controlling  for  industry,  region,  and  year  effects. 
ijt

e x

iD and D are dummy variables denoting 

export firm groups (E = (always, entrant, switchers, and never exporting)) and location in the five-

year window (X = (-2, -1, 0, 1, 2)), respectively. This makes us to track firms from two years 

before entry and (or exit). That is, 2
ijt

xD   through entry (or exit); 0
ijt

xD   to two years after entry 

(or exit), 2
ijt

xD  . Its interaction with the status variables will give us a picture of the trajectories 

of the productivity.  
 

Equation 2 was estimated to show movements of the productivity level of different measures of 

the four firm export groups, expressed as the difference from the never exporting in the period (–

2) which is a control category. In all estimations, we control for industry, year, and location effects. 

The full results with the corresponding coefficients and standard errors are presented in Appendix 

A.6.  
 

In large, those always exporting, newly exporting, and switchers performed better than those never 

exporting on all three measures. Starters had a significantly higher productivity level and growth 

even before they begin to export for the two given years and they continued to widen the gap, 

relative to those never exporting during and after entry to exporting. Almost all their post-entry 

coefficients are significant at least at the 10% level. Also, those firms that drop out of the export 

market exhibit persistently lower and deteriorating productivity compared with always. That is, 

they too start below always and above never exporters, but ends with lower productivity compared 

with never exporters for labor productivity and TFPSF measures.  
 

Figure 7a also shows the two competing hypotheses. The right side of the vertical line deals with 

the learning by exporting hypothesis (at scale equal zero) while the left side of the vertical line 

represents the self-selection hypothesis. We find an evidence in favor of the learning-by-exporting 

hypothesis. That is, firms that start exporting found to increase the labor productivity in the post-

export period (at least during the following year), and to remain higher, with a widening gap from 

those never exporting. Its difference is also statistically significant as we can see from Appendix 

A.6. The result also confirms the existence of self-selection evidence in the entry into and exit 

from the export market. Firms that start exporting have somewhat higher productivity levels 

compared to those that never export (at least two years) before they enter the export market. 

Similarly, using TFPLP and TFPSF yielded similar patterns, with only some changes in scale as we 

can see in figure 7b and 7c. 
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Figure 7: Productivity trajectory for different exporting groups: Before and after 

Figure 7a: Patterns of labor productivity by export history 

 
Figure 7b: Patterns of TFPLP by export history 

 
Figure 7c: Patterns of TFPSF by export history 

 
 

In the following sections, we presented the econometric evidence that allows us to control for other 

relevant factors and verifies the above intuition. 
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6.3. Econometric results 

6.3.1. Self-selection into the export market 
 

This section displays the empirical findings of testing the self-selection hypothesis of firms by 

using pooled probit and dynamic probit models. 

 
Table 4: Testing Self-selection hypothesis using Probit and Dynamic Probit 

Variables 
  Export Participation   

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Exportt-1 1.772*** 0.983*** 1.704***  0.960***      1.767*** 1.148*** 

 (0.097) (0.156) (0.091) (0.150) (0.111) (0.160) 

Ln(LP)t-1 0.332*** 0.403***     

 (0.029) (0.045)     

TFP(LP)t-1   0.129** 0.080*   

   (0.038) (0.059)   

TFP(SF)t-1     0.115*      0.117* 

     (0.056) (0.068) 

Ln(age)t-1 0.174 0.293 0.222 0.363** 0.530** 0.632** 

 (0.149) (0.266) (0.143) (0.251) (0.227) (0.375) 

Ln(age^2)t-1 -0.029 -0.051 -0.044 -0.067* -0.098** -0.103* 

 (0.030) (0.061) (0.029) (0.057) (0.043) (0.081) 

Ln(size)t-1 0.273***         0.332*** 0.374*** 0.221*** 0.331*** 0.398*** 

 (0.035) (0.112) (0.036) (0.109) (0.044) (0.141) 

Ln(K/L)t-1 0.015 0.058 0.050**   0.067* 0.066*** 0.102** 

 (0.027) (0.044) (0.025) (0.040) (0.032) (0.051) 

Ln(wage)t-1 0.101** 0.066 0.119** 0.149 0.020 -0.065 

 (0.046) (0.074) (0.051) (0.064) (0.057) (0.079) 

Ownership 0.015 0.061 -0.000 0.067 -0.039 -0.052 

 (0.113) (0.144) (0.109) (0.135) (0.127) (0.150) 

Exportio  1.274***  0.152***  0.383*** 

  (0.214)  0.189)  (0.212) 

Average Ln(LP)t-1  -0.232***     

  (0.092)     

Average TFP(LP)t-1    0.113   

    0.100)   

Average TFP(SF)t-1      0.211 

      (0.150) 

Average Ln(size)t-1   -0.039  0.096  -0.114 

  (0.130)  (0.131)  (0.153) 

Average Ln(K/L)t-1   0.009  0.021  0.015 

  (0.076)  (0.066)  (0.856) 

Average Ln(wage)t-1  0.404**  0.586***  0.137 
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  (0.375)  (0.131)  (0.163) 

Year, Industry and Location Dummies Included in all models  

Observations 3430 3430 3432 3432 3092 3092 

Log-likelihood -592.612 -556.2 -664.894 -612.9 -439.2 -400.2 

Chi-squared 1396.5 410.4 1260.25 469.8 938.9 388.9 

Number of firms 796 796 796 796 769 769 

Psudo R2 0.5409  0.486  0.516  

Rho   0.363   0.305   0.246 

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses; and (***), (**), and (*) indicate levels of significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively.  

 

Table 5 presents the results. Odd (even) column numbers present the pooled probit (dynamic 

probit) model estimates. The pooled probit model reveals that sunk cost proxies by lagged export 

status is a good predictor of exporting this year by raising the probability of staying in export by 

about 177 percentage points, all other things remaining constant. This level is the upper bound of 

the parameter estimate due to the upward bias of the estimations using pooled data without 

controlling for unobserved firm-level effects and initial conditions, as explained in the 

methodology part above. The result still maintains when unobservable effects are controlled by 

using the dynamic probit random effect model in the Wooldridge specification15 even if the 

coefficient value of the lagged export is much lower with the dynamic model. The result holds the 

same with different productivity measures. This asserts the presence of high entry and exit costs 

(export persistence) in the export market, as argued by (Roberts & Tybout, 1997)for Columbian 

firms and more recently Arnold and Hussinger (2005) for German manufacturing. In other words, 

this implies prior involvement in the export market increases the likelihood of maintaining the 

same status by lowering the fixed costs of engaging in exporting in subsequent periods. Further, 

the coefficient of the initial export status (Exportio) is statistically significant and positive. This 

implies that there is a correlation between the initial value of export participation and unobserved 

firm heterogeneity. This also confirms the importance of the J. M. Wooldridge (2005) approach.  

 

Coming to the variable of main interest, the role of productivity in determining export participation 

is found to be robust to measuring productivity with different methods. When considering labor 

productivity (LP) lagged with one-period, the estimated coefficient is positive and statistically 

significant from both models, confirming that productivity has a positive influence on entry into 

exporting due to the potential adoption of better governance strategies, best-practice technologies... 

The result remains significant even if there is an evidence for the presence of correlation between 

this variable and the unobserved heterogeneity which can be seen from the significant coefficient 

of the firm-specific mean value from the dynamic probit model. Similarly, we obtained a positive 

significant effect on exporting when we used TFP by Levinsohn-Petrin (TFPLP) which is known 

for its benefits in controlling with endogeneity problem of input factors as a measure of 

productivity. As shown in column (3) and (4), there is a statistically significant effect of 

                                                 
15 Note: this approach cannot yield estimates for time-invariant covariates (as the time average of these variables is 

the same as their value), and thus we do not include the time average of ownership and firm age.  
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productivity on a firm’s future export decision. These results are similar to both models when 

controlling for both observable and unobservable heterogeneity of firms. Furthermore, if using 

productivity change calculated from the stochastic frontiers methodology but not productivity 

level, we still find evidence of more productive firms self-selecting into the export market. The 

above results are not sensitive to different productivity measure in levels (TFPLP and LP) and 

indicate that not only productivity but also productivity change does increase the probability of 

export participation. Thus, these findings unsurprisingly support both for selection into exporting 

and export persistence in Ethiopia. Other empirical studies on exporting behaviors in Ethiopia also 

find the persistence of export status of firms (Bigsten & Gebreeyesus, 2009; Bigsten, Gebreeyesus, 

Siba, & Söderbom, 2011). Our finding further confirms this result. 
 

Besides, capital intensity and firm size are factors that have strong evidence as good predictors for 

the export status of firms. The significant positive coefficient on lagged capital-intensity suggests 

that firms with a relatively high capital-labor ratio is more like to engage in exporting. This implies 

those firms that use capital-intensive technology has a higher probability to export. This evidence 

can be confirmed by the results of all the estimation specifications that we run except with labor 

productivity measure in which it is positively insignificant. This finding is consistent with the 

majority of other research (such as (A. B. Bernard et al., 1995; Bigsten & Gebreeyesus, 2009; Van 

Biesebroeck, 2005)), and seems to reflect a fact that Ethiopian medium and large manufacturing 

firm's export capital-intensive products even if it is labor abundant country and contrary to our 

expectation. Further, we estimated the main specification with each Subsector and we confirmed 

the presence of strong evidence about self-selection for exporting in all productivity measures 

except with TFPLP for leather and tanning and TFPSF productivity measures for textile and apparel 

as it is reported in appendix A.2. Similarly, firm size in terms of the number of laborers is favorable 

to exporting. Larger sized firms which have a large scale of production and sales may enjoy lower 

fixed costs associated with exporting and much more likely to enter into exporting compared to 

smaller ones and this is in line with the findings of Helpman et al. (2004) and Bigsten and 

Gebreeyesus (2009). 
 

We have also evidence to argue that firms with more skilled labors (proxies by average wage) are 

more likely to export with probit estimates that do not account for unobserved heterogeneity. This, 

however, vanishes in the dynamic probit model when we control for unobserved heterogeneity, 

suggesting the presence of correlation between this variable and the unobserved heterogeneity. 

This is observed by the positive and significant coefficient for the firm-specific mean value of wage 

that indicates that pooled probit estimates overestimate the impact of wage effect. It is also shown 

in the estimation results, especially those with TFPLP and TFPSF productivity measures, that firm 

age is a predictor of export probability. The signs of coefficients of age and age squared are positive 

and negative, respectively. This fact implies that firms with more years of experience and the 

marginal value of this experience deteriorate over time. As expected, firm age seems to have a 

nonlinear effect, positive but decreasing at the margin. This implies, the latter could be attributed 

to the lower ability of older firms to adapt to the dynamics of industrial changes and evolution 
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while they become older and older. Especially, the variety of these firms managed by seasoned 

veterans that may stick to the use of old managerial strategies and/or are more risk averse to the 

adoption of new technologies or new ways of producing. While with the labor productivity 

measure, the coefficient of firm age and its square is statistically insignificant, implying the unclear 

effect of firm age on the export decision of the firm. Finally, public ownership as well does not 

seem to have direct impact on exporting in all of our preferred specifications. Unobserved 

heterogeneity is substantial and explains between 25 and 36 percent of the variance of the 

dependent variables as indicated by the estimate for rho. 

6.3.2. Learning by exporting 
 

The other objective of this study is to examine whether firms improve their productivity change 

and its components subsequent to their entry into export markets with unmatched and matched 

samples.  
 

Table 5: Estimation results of the learning by exporting -Unmatched sample       
 

 
Levin-Petrin Stochastic frontier 

Variables 

TFPLP TFPSF TEc TPc SEc 

OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TFPLP_1 0.045** 0.038         

 (0.014) (0.040)         

TFPSF_1   0.271*** 0.251***       

   (0.025) (0.058)       

Exportt-1 0.250* 1.191** -0.044 0.820** 0.032 0.011 0.001 0.015*** 0.019 0.737 

 (0.051) (0.394) (0.076) (0.411) (0.038) (0.087) (0.002) (0.005) (0.066) (0.474) 

LnL 0.875** 0.864** 0.261** 0.692** 0.074** 0.022 0.017*** 0.014*** 0.241** 1.00*** 

 (0.019) (0.058) (0.028) (0.193) (0.013) (0.022) (0.001) (0.002) (0.023) (0.177) 

LnK 0.029** 0.066** 0.013 -0.047 0.062** 0.031** 0.001 0.004 0.046** 0.025 

 (0.009) (0.031) (0.014) (0.105) (0.006) (0.013) (0.001) (0.002) (0.011) (0.121) 

LnM 0.475** 0.446** 0.106** 0.419** 0.014* 0.001 0.027*** 0.028*** 0.058** 0.567* 

 (0.012) (0.051) (0.018) (0.152) (0.088) (0.023) (0.003) (0.003) (0.015) (0.219) 

Lnaget-1 0.043 0.084 0.152 0.296* 0.005 -0.657* -0.002 0.020*** -0.095** -0.044 

 (0.015) (0.09) (0.025) (0.177) (0.011) (0.05) (0.004) (0.002) (0.019) (0.163) 

Ownership 0.002 0.165 0.150** 0.161 -0.391** -0.745* 0.015*** 0.021*** 0.269*** 0.534** 

 (0.050) (0.112) (0.074) (0.166) (0.036) (0.081) (0.001) (0.004) (0.064) (0.258) 

Year, Industry and Location Dummies Included in all models     

Observations 3434 3434 2223 2223 3434 3434 3434 3434 3434 3434 

No. of firms 796  538  796  796  796 

Instruments 107  101  77  74  74 

AR(2)  0.936  0.283  0.508  0.516  0.195 

Sargen  0.856  0.195  0.63  0.523  0.305 
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   Notes: All specifications controlled for dummy variables for location, industry and time. Clustered standard errors in parentheses; (***), (**),  
              and (*) indicate levels of significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively.  

 

The estimated results from table 6 reveal the effect of export participation on productivity change 

and its decompositions with OLS and SYS-GMM with the unmatched sample, the former serving 

as a benchmark. In the SYS-GMM estimation, we use the first and earlier lags of all the inputs and 

the second and earlier lags of the dependent variable and other control variable as instruments for 

the first difference equation, and the lagged first difference of all explanatory variables was used 

as instruments in the level equations. The null hypothesis which represents instruments is valid not 

rejected using the Sargen test, which is a minimized value of the two-step GMM criterion function 

and robust to heteroscedasticity and also found no evidence of second-order serial correlation.  

 

Going into the detail of each coefficient, in the SYS-GMM estimations with both productivity 

measures provide a positive and statistically significant coefficient for the one-year lag export 

dummy. This suggests that previous exporting boosts’ current productivity growth in both the 

change in productivity calculated from Levishon-Petrin or Stochastic Frontier methodologies. 

Obviously, this supports for the hypothesis of learning effects by exporting of Ethiopian firms. 

Moreover, this basic pattern remains stable across different subgroups estimation results (see 

Appendix 3.A for detail). Further, it is similar to recent empirical works in Ethiopia by Bigsten 

and Gebreeyesus (2009), in Mozambique by Cruz, Newman, Rand, and Tarp (2017) and in Senegal 

by Fatou and Choi (2013). It is contrary to works in Vietnam by Vu (2012) and in China by Fu 

(2005) in which they got positive but statistically insignificant result.  
 

In terms of the relationship between other explanatory variables and productivity change, lagged 

productivity change are positive and significant in all cases, suggesting persistence in productivity 

change. The firm age which indicates the firm’s survival as a one component of the firm’s 

performance may well indicate the benefits of the knowledge involved in productivity change but 

our findings indicate insignificant coefficient of firm age on the learning process in all 

specifications except with TFPSF for the SYS- GMM estimation in which we found positively 

significant result. In other words, firms with more years in the business had little or no influence 

on productivity change. We then run similar regressions for each 2-ISIC digit subsectors (see 

Appendix 3.A). Unlike the above results, we now find positive and significant firm age coefficient 

for the stochastic frontier productivity measure of all group sectors, but only for food and 

beverages with Levishon-Petrin measure. Moreover, type of ownership is insignificant in any of 

the estimations except for TFPSF in OLS estimation with positive significant. 
 

Moving to each component of TFP change, the coefficient relating to the influence of export 

participation on technical efficiency is positive and statistically insignificant. This suggests that 

exports do not impart a significant positive impact on efficiency improvement at the firm level. 

The competition and resource reallocation effects of exports at the firm level are insignificant in 

the case of Ethiopia. This is likely due to the fact that the knowledge gained from exporting diffuses 

in the long run across exporters as a result of labor mobility among firms. Diffusion effects would, 
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therefore, make it less likely to observe efficiency differences across the two groups of firms. This 

is in line with a study conducted by Aw et al. (2000); Fu (2005); Aggrey, Eliab, and Joseph (2010) 

and Vu (2012), while inconsistent with the empirical evidence of Bigsten et al. (2004); and Granér 

and Isaksson (2002), who suggest that export participation has a positive and statistically 

significant effect on technical efficiency. Similarly, the coefficient relating to the influence of 

export participation on scale efficiency is positive and statistically insignificant. In other words, 

there is not a considerable difference between exporters and non-exporters in this regard. 
 

Lastly, export participation seems to be a good predictor for the change in technical progress 

(column 7 and 8). The estimated coefficient of export participation displays a positive and 

statistically significant effect on technological efficiency. Evidence of greater participation in the 

export market encourages firms to upgrade technology and innovation that is contrary to the results 

of Fu (2005) and Vu (2012). These authors have got a statistically insignificant effect on export 

activity on technical progress by using Chinese industry-level panel data and Vietnam’s SME 

respectively. As exporting is a knowledge-transmission channel, the ability of exports to promote 

innovation may result from several sources. This includes information exchange with foreign 

markets, personal contacts with foreign buyers and intermediaries and higher competition pressure. 
 

In sum, TFP change of the Ethiopian manufacturing industries appears to be significantly 

associated with its export activity. The results of the TFP change equation show that the estimated 

coefficient of the export variable is positive and statistically significant. Unsurprisingly, the above 

result also confirms with the separate regression for each group sectors. In other words, the results 

suggest that greater export-orientation appears to lead to significant TFP growth which may stem 

from some reasons. Firstly, exporting firms can more easily access new technologies of production 

or new designs. Secondly, these firms can also receive technical assistance either from their foreign 

buyers or from international technical and professional services that are more easily available to 

exporting firms. Thirdly, exporting firms in contacts with their foreign counterparts and 

competitors can also more easily access advanced managerial skills or marketing techniques that 

may enhance innovation and technology. But there is still spare capacity related with technical and 

scale efficiency gains with Ethiopian firms’ export if possible to avoid supply side constraints. 

These are infrastructure, weak instructions, substantial inability to attract FDI, outdated machines, 

poor communication, absence of vibrant public-private dialogue, risk-averse nature of the 

producers and nature dependence which make it difficult to bring productivity growth than the 

current one due to foreign trade. 
 

Then we check whether our baseline results are robust to addressing the potential problem of 

selection bias by applying the matching method as explained in the methodology part. Thus, we 

run similar regressions for the matched sample (Table 7) after the propensity score was estimated 

with a logistic model, k=5 nearest-neighbors matching, and common support conditions also 

imposed. A total of 393 non-exporting observations were assigned as matches to the 494 exporting 

observations of which 63 exporting firms were excluded due to the imposition of common support 
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that drops exporters whose pscore is out of its region. The first step estimation result of (export 

participation) and productivity differential between exporters and non-exporters after matching are 

also presented in Appendix A.4.1 and A.4.2, respectively. The logistic regression results show that 

except the type of ownership, all including size, age with concave relation, capital intensity, and 

average wage had statistically significant positive effects on export-participation (Appendix 

A.4.1.). Further, in the psmatch2 estimation, the productive from both measures of exporters was 

higher than that of non-exporters, and this difference is significant in both unmatched and matched 

samples (Appendix A.4.2). Thus, even controlling for selection-bias exporters had higher 

productivity than non-exporters. 
 

Table 6: Estimation results of the learning by exporting - Matched sample    
 

 

 Levin-Petrin Stochastic frontier  

Variables    TFPLP  TFPSF TEC TPC SEC 

 OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TFPLP_1 0.076** 0.038         

 (0.033) (0.080)         

TFPSF_1   0.256*** 0.173***       

   (0.049) (0.047)       

Exportt-1 0.275*** 0.433** 0.087* 1.019*** 0.051*   0.002   0.004*   0.005* 0.135 0.524 

 (0.078) (0.387) (0.105) (0.309) (0.006) (0.007) (0.002) (0.0028) (0.102) (0.280) 

LnL 0.793** 0.841** 0.310** 0.935** 0.002 0.005 0.016*** 0.015*** 0.294*** 1.024*** 

 (0.041) (0.138) (0.053) (0.146) (0.003) (0.005) (0.001) (0.015) (0.052) (0.192) 

LnK -0.031 -0.062 -0.089** -0.121 0.042** 0.040** -0.004  -0.001 0.116** 0.028 

 (0.023) (0.186) (0.032) (0.127) (0.002) (0.002) (0.006) (0.000) (0.030) (0.110) 

LnM 0.416** 0.316** 0.113**   0.231* 0.050* 0.001 0.030*** 0.034*** 0.027** 0.020* 

 (0.027) (0.235) (0.037) (0.149) (0.002) (0.005) (0.007) (0.002) (0.036) (0.203) 

Lnaget-1 0.055 -0.308** -0.372**  -0.98*** -0.002   0.002   0.000 -0.003 -0.302** -1.540** 

 (0.036) (0.148) (0.052) (0.185) (0.003) (0.007) (0.000) (0.003) (0.048) (0.321) 

Ownership -0.037 -0.306** 0.036   0.004 -0.023** -0.024**  0.015**  0.010* 0.106 -0.213 

 (0.087) (0.140) (0.114) (0.163) (0.006) (0.010) (0.002) (0.003) (0.108) (0340) 

Year, Industry and Location Dummies Included in all models 

Observations 693 693 693 693 693 693 693 693 693 693 

No. of firms  254  254  254  254  254 

Instruments  85  85  73  73  73 

AR(2)  0.601  0.331  0.833  0.245  0.673 

Sargen  0.941  0.806  0.335  0.314  0.211 

   Notes: All specifications controlled for dummy variables for location, industry and time. Clustered standard errors in parentheses; (***), (**),  

              and (*) indicate levels of significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively.  

 

 

Our next task is to test the learning-by-exporting hypothesis for the matched sample using OLS 

and system-GMM. The result confirmed that unlike the unmatched results, we now find positive 
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and significant lagged export status not only for the SYS-GMM but also for the OLS estimation 

for both productivity measures. This shows that addressing the selection bias through matching 

improves the effect of export engagement on productivity. Moreover, the basic pattern and sign 

remain the same across the three components of the TFP in the matched estimations compared to 

the unmatched one except for TEc which is positive significant with OLS. In sum, in spite of the 

magnitude difference, all these results support the presence of learning by exporting effect in the 

Ethiopian manufacturing sector even with stronger evidence. 

7. Summary of findings 
 

This paper aims to revisit the evidence on the self-selection and learning by exporting with a unique 

firm-level panel data from Ethiopian medium and large scale manufacturing sectors in 2000-2011 

periods. We used it to exploit its length to trace the trajectory of TFP and other productivity 

measures of groups of firms classified by their export history. We also investigated these questions 

using a two-step strategy. In the first step, we use a dynamic translog production function to 

compute productivity change and its components. In a second step, following of Roberts and 

Tybout (1997) and Clerides et al. (1998) approach respectively, we jointly estimated both 

equations of productivity and probability to export by pooled probit and dynamic probit for 

selection to exporting and pooled OLS and SYS-GMM for learning by exporting. 

 

In general, exporting firms in Ethiopia were more productive than non-exporters, and even before 

joining into the export market. Starters showed a significantly higher productivity level and growth 

relative to those never exporting during and after entry to exporting. This is evidence of both self-

selection and learning-by-exporting. It is also confirmed by our econometric results which is 

consistent with many econometric evidences from other study findings. It indicates that higher 

productivity of exporters in the Ethiopian manufacturing firms comes from both ways: the more 

productive firms became exporters (self-selection) and firm’s productivity increases by exporting 

(learning by exporting). More specifically, several interesting results are found in testing the both 

hypothesis.  

 

Regarding the first hypothesis, results are consistent with the inclusion of several firm 

characteristics such as firm size, skilled labor, capital structure, ownership structure and industry 

classification. Our finding suggests that larger firms and those with more qualified workers are 

generally much more likely to export, and this again points to a need to invest in highly productive 

resources that lead to a greater ability to internalize external knowledge in order to overcome 

barriers to exporting. Exporting firms acquire external knowledge through various channels. Our 

results also suggest that firms with skilled workers are able to reap the benefits of exposure to 

export markets in the OLS specification but it vanishes in the dynamic probit model when we 

control for unobserved heterogeneity. Another interesting finding is that firms with previous 

exporting are also more likely to export subsequently, providing evidence for export hysteresis 

and the presence of high entry costs. Besides, firm age has a nonlinear impact, positive but declines 
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overtime, on export probability. The more capital enterprises have higher chances of participating 

in exporting market which is somehow contrary to our expectation. Finally, a statistically 

significant impact of productivity on the exporting decision of firms is confirmed after controlling 

unobservable firm characteristics heterogeneity and using of measurable productivity in different 

methods. 

 

Concerning the second hypothesis, we extend the literature by decomposing TFP growth into its 

components by using SFA to deal with the role of export participation on productivity growth and 

its components. Our empirical results reveal that the export status of firms is statistically 

significantly positively associated with TFP growth and technical progress while insignificantly 

related to scale change and technical efficiency, even stronger when using the matched sample. 

This confirms the importance of export-oriented growth and export promotion efforts that might 

have long-term effects in terms of sustaining exports and industrial competitiveness in Ethiopia. 

Furthermore, the non-existence of evidence of post-exporting efficiency change requires 

improving the technical efficiency and scale efficiency of manufacturers that can further 

strengthen the productivity growth after exporting. 

 

The evidence of post-exporting productivity change is stronger when estimation is based on the 

matched sample that controls for selection bias in all specifications. Our results are largely 

consistent with the emerging evidence from other developing countries reviewed above. In sum, 

the finding from learning by exporting suggests that Ethiopia has much to gain from promoting its 

manufacturing sector towards exporting by increasing the ability of domestic firms to overcome 

foreign market barriers as well as assimilate further benefits arising from exporting by designing 

policies orienting firms towards reducing poor production practice are necessary. More 

specifically, policies that promoting efficiency by creating an environment which makes that 

employee advance their technical know-how, management skills, entrepreneurial and innovative 

skills and improve the scale of operation by improving the proportion of their inputs is very 

important to be more beneficiary from exporting. 

  

Last but not least, export dummy may not adequately capture to learning by exporting process. 

The reason is that learning effects of exporting may depend on exporting market destination, 

whether they are developed countries or developing countries. However, the limitation of the 

dataset has prevented us from considering such scenarios. Hence, future research needs to take 

account of this limitation. 
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Appendix A  

Appendix A.1 : Maximum likelihood estimates of the translog stochastic frontier model 

Variables Coefficient Standard-error t-ratio 

Constant 2.682 0.602 4.453 

T 0.14 0.034 4.168 

LnL -0.451 0.092 -4.91 

LnK 0.038 0.053 0.724 

LnM 0.784 0.089 8.822 

T2 0.018 0.002 9.072 

(LnL)2 -0.036 0.008 -4.322 

(LnK)2 0.001 0.002 0.516 

(LnM)2 0.017 0.004 2.533 

(LnL)T 0.01 0.003 3.232 

(LnK)T 0.004 0.002 2.132 

(LnM)T -0.022 0.002 -9.204 

(LnL)(LnK) 0.044 0.006 7.399 

(LnL)(LnM) 0.016 0.009 1.804 

(LnK)(LnM) -0.015 0.005 -3.203 

 0.92 0.06 15.386 

 0.593 0.024 24.372 

 1.477 0.195 7.561 

 -0.213 0.015 -14.37 

log likelihoodfunction    -4461.09 

Obs. Number                    4363 
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Appendix A.2 : Self-selection estimates for the three group sectors 

Appendix A.2.1: Self-selection estimates – Labor Productivity (LP) 

 Export participation(t)  

Variables 
Food and beverage Textile and Apparel Leather and Tanning          

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)  

Exportt-1 2.105*** 1.260*** 1.212*** 0.624** 1.860*** 1.371***  

 (0.163) (0.281) (0.173) (0.261) (0.238)  (0.357)  

Ln(LP)t-1 0.282*** 0.290*** 0.321*** 0.525***         0.378*** 0.432***  

 (0.046) (0.067) (0.053) (0.094) (0.072) (0.102)  

Ln(age)t-1 0.269 0.185 0.327 0.261 0.333   0.644  

 (0.219) (0.381) (0.355) (0.652) (0.352)         (0.562)  

Ln(age2)t-1 -0.039 -0.056 -0.101 -0.014 0.052 -0.145  

 (0.044) (0.084) (0.073) (0.151) (0.074)          (0.144)  

Ln(size)t-1 0.206*** 0.374*** 0.332*** 0.441** 0.613***    0.161***  

 (0.049) (0.162) (0.064) (0.225) (0.131) (0.298)  

Ln(K/L)t-1 0.055 0.074 0.008              0.101 0.001           0.022  

 (0.041) (0.065) (0.046)      (0.074) (0.082)         (0.122)  

Ln(wage)t-1 0.045 0.001 0.062 0.087 0.293      0.160  

 (0.067) (0.108) (0.088)          (0.137) (0.125)         (0.206)  

Ownership -0.038 0.045 -0.110 -0.027 0.500          0.345  

 (0.157) (0.204) (0.211)              (0.260) (0.377)        (0.424)  

Exportio  1.577***  0.874***  1.164***  

  (0.426)  (0.315)  (0.437)  

Average Ln(LP)t-1  -0.156  -0.357**  -0.445  

  (0.131)  (0.156)  (0.238)  

Average Ln(size)t-1   -0.311  -0.016  0.550  

  (0.197)  (0.247)  (0.357)  

Average Ln(K/L)t-1   0.112  -0.095  -0.008  

  (0.112)  (0.128)  (0.205)  

Average Ln(wage)t-1  0.459*  0.108  0.310  

  (0.254)  (0.260)  (0.360)  

Year and Location Dummies Included in all models  

Observations 2397 2347 514 514 519 519  

Log-Likelihood -257.6 -240.4 -178.687 -167.2 -116.225 -139.5  

Chi-squared 546.15 181.5 201.27 90.1 422.57 92.54  

Number of firms  585  104  107  

Psudo R2 0.5146  0.360  0.645   

Rho  0.233  0.453  0.430  

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses; (***), (**), and (*) indicate levels of significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. (1), (3) 

and (5): Pooled data probit models; (2), (4) and (6): Wooldridge’s dynamic probit model. 
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Appendix A.2.2: Self-selection estimates – TFP from Levin-Petrin 

 Export participation(t) 
Variables Food and beverage Textile and Apparel Leather and Tanning         
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Exportt-1 2.014*** 1.147*** 1.106*** 0.723*** 1.870*** 1.352*** 
 (0.154) (0.266) (0.163) (0.239) (0.226)  (0.325) 
TFPLP_1 0.140** 0.138* 0.037** 0.139* 0.002   0.002 
 (0.06) (0.097) (0.066) (0.097) (0.002) (0.003) 
Ln(age)t-1 0.296 0.322 0.250 0.422 0.421   0.694* 
 (0.215) (0.377) (0.337) (0.570) (0.327)  (0.547) 
Ln(age2)t-1 -0.051 -0.072 -0.095 -0.056 0.056 -0.151* 
 (0.043) (0.084) (0.070) (0.129) (0.069)  (0.141) 

Ln(size)t-1 0.322*** 0.449*** 0.295*** 0.191* 0.681*** 0.769* 
 (0.051) (0.172) (0.067) (0.190) (0.125)  (0.269) 
Ln(K/L)t-1 0.083* 0.099 0.030** 0.031 0.121* 0.093 
 (0.037) (0.062) (0.042) (0.064) (0.076)  (0.108) 
Ln(wage)t-1 -0.008 -0.144 -0.024 -0.155 0.085 -0.202 
 (0.062) (0.100) (0.082) (0.111) (0.107)  (0.150) 
Ownership -0.059 -0.073 -0.086 0.026 0.544 0.265 
 (0.154) (0.205) (0.200) (0.223) (0.357)  (0.415) 

Exportio  1.631***  0.715***  1.118*** 

  (0.414)  (0.237)  (0.385) 
Average TFPLP  0.027  0.302*  -0.268 

  (0.162)  (0.161)  (0.225) 

Average Ln(size)t-1   -0.316  -0.288  0.534* 

  (0.203)  (0.227)  (0.328) 

Average Ln(K/L)t-1   0.080  0.056  -0.091 

  (0.108)  (0.098)  (0.187) 

Average Ln(wage)t-1  0.693***  0.161  0.522 

  (0.237)  (0.192)  (0.321) 

Year and Location Dummies Included in all models 

Observations 2347 2347 514 514 519 519 
Log-Likelihood -282.196 -256.8 -256.8 -190.1 -131.611 -119.0 
Chi-squared 508.15 172.2 172.2 111.9 391.79 144.8 

Number of firms  585  104  107 
Psudo R2 0.473  0.284  0.598  
Rho  0.258  0.259  0.373 

Notes: Standard errors in parentheses; (***), (**), and (*) indicate levels of significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. (1), (3) 

and (5): Pooled data probit models; (2), (4) and (6): Wooldridge’s dynamic probit model. 
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Appendix A.2.3: Self-selection estimates – TFPSF from Stochastic frontier  

 Export participation(t)  
Variables Food and beverage Textile and Apparel Leather and Tanning         

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Exportt-1 2.071*** 1.414*** 1.289*** 0.929*** 1.897***  1.604*** 

 (0.164) (0.267) (0.199) (0.256) (0.23) (0.329) 

TFPSF_1 0.032 0.062* 0.098 0.120 0.199* 0.263* 

 (0.045) (0.062) (0.118) (0.142) (0.121) (0.148) 

Ln(age)t-1 0.406* 0.433 0.449 0.798 0.316 0.588 

 (0.242) (0.391) (0.686) (0.979) (0.341) (0.557) 

Ln(age2)t-1 -0.075 -0.093 -0.115 -0.147 -0.047 -0.124 

 (0.049) (0.086) (0.127) (0.204) (0.073) (0.144) 

Ln(size)t-1 0.311*** 0.481*** 0.289*** 0.589*** 0.630***   0.493* 

 (0.052) (0.168) (0.075) (0.088) (0.128) (0.276) 

Ln(K/L)t-1 0.116** 0.142 0.049* 0.084 0.118* 0.068 

 (0.042) (0.067) (0.055) (0.141) (0.081) (0.120) 

Ln(wage)t-1 -0.029 -0.143 -0.024 0-.008 0.161 -0.158 

 (0.067) (0.100) (0.107) (0.278) (0.120) -(0.161) 

Ownership -0.095 0.044 -0.125 0.024 0.468 0.164 

 (0.158) (0.189) (0.236) (0.326) (0.364) (0.414) 

Exportio  1.331***  1.429***  1.049*** 

  (0.371)  (0.326)  (0.321) 

Average TFPSF  0.069  -0.119  0.574 

  (0.117)  (0.297)  (0.537) 

Average Ln(size)t-1   -0.352*  -0.385  0.671* 

  (0.184)  (0.306)  (0.337) 

Average Ln(K/L)t-1   0.034  0.179  -0.246 

  (0.109)  (0.140)  (0.205) 

Average Ln(wage)t-1  0.542**  -0.202  0.346 

  (0.221)  (0.286)  (0.430) 

Year& Location Dummies       Included in all models                         

Observations 2135 2135 383 383 483 483 

Log-Likelihood -249.91     -228.5    -139.28         -116.2 -123.18 -101.0 

Chi-squared 485.86 215.8 148.29 88.93 359.86 165.5 

Number of firms  565  74  105 

Psudo R2 0.492  0.347  0.593  

Rho  0.356  0.118  0.314 
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses; (***), (**), and (*) indicate levels of significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. (1), (3) 

and (5): Pooled data probit models; (2), (4) and (6): Wooldridge’s dynamic probit model. 
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Appendix A.3 : Learning to export estimates for the three group sectors 

Appendix A.3.1:  Learning by Exporting estimates –Food and Beverages  

 Levin-Petrin Stochastic frontier 

Variables TFPLP TFPSF TEC TPC SEC 

 OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS 
SYS-
GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM 

 (1)  (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TFPLP_1 0.114 0.113**         

 (0.017) (0.052)         

TFPSF_1   0.264*** 0.258***       

   (0.031) (0.070)       

Exportt-1 0.468*** 1.035** 0.215* 0.417 0.063 0.097 0.003 0.022*** 0.115 0.254 

 (0.080) (0.504) (0.129) (0.488) (0.061) (0.109) (0.002) (0.008) (0.109) (0.507) 

LnL 0.907*** 
 
0.883*** 0.296*** 0.603*** 0.049*** 0.025 0.017*** 0.016*** 0.255*** 0.967*** 

 (0.022) (0.067) (0.038) (0.217) (0.016) (0.023) (0.001) (0.003) (0.029) (0.197) 

LnK 0.044*** 0.081*** 0.027 0.062 0.073*** 0.033** 0.001** 0.007*** -0.036** -0.132 

 (0.011) (0.032) (0.019) (0.124) (0.008) (0.014) (0.001) (0.002) (0.014) (0.099) 

LnM 0.535*** 0.525*** 0.137*** 0.379** 0.053*** 0.055** 0.026*** 0.017*** 0.079*** -0.156 

 (0.014) (0.056) (0.025) (0.155) (0.011) (0.024) (0.004) (0.002) (0.019) (0.197) 

Ln(age)t-1 0.0503*** 0.088 0.122** 0.351* 0.006 0.550*** -0.002 0.014*** 0.077*** -0.092 

 (0.016) (0.089) (0.031) (0.202) (0.013) (0.051) (0.005) (0.002) (0.023) (0.195) 

Owners 0.012 0.161  0.141          0.077 0.386** 0.747*** 0.015*** 0.032*** 0.264*** 0.872*** 

Hip (0.060) (0.14) (0.098) (0.206) (0.046) (0.089) (0.018) (0.048) (0.081) (0.312) 

Year and Location Dummies Included in all models 

Observations 2401 2401 2088 2088 2401 2401 2401 2401 2401 2401 

No. of firms  585  492  585  585  585 

Instruments  105  99  75  72  72 

AR(2)  0.280  0.221  0.112  0.312  0.271 

Sargen  0.404  0.222  0.305  0.196  0.165 

    Notes: All specifications controlled for dummy variables for location and time. Clustered standard errors in parentheses; (***), (**),  

           and (*) indicate levels of significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively.  
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Appendix A.3.2:  Learning by Exporting estimates –Textile and Apparel  

 Levin-Petrin Stochastic frontier 

Variables TFPLP TFPSF               TEC             TPC         SEC 

 OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM 

 (1)  (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TFPLP_1 0.120** -0.041         

 (0.059) (0.069)         

TFPSF_1   0.588*** 0.566***       

   (0.089) (0.089)       

Exportt-1 0.427*** 0.975* -0.034 0.741   0.238* 0.097 0.009*** 0.001 0.084 0.581 

 (0.145) (0.518) (0.172) (0.487) (0.089) (0.105) (0.004) (0.005) (0.157) (0.521) 

LnL 0.801*** 0.690*** 0.180** 0.434** -0.076* 0.098** 0.018*** 0.0210*** 0.206*** 0.874*** 

 (0.075) (0.136) (0.081) (0.203) (0.041) (0.045) (0.002) (0.002) (0.073) (0.311) 

LnK 0.059* 0.108 0.038 0.0211 0.066*** 0.007 0.001 0.002*** 0.081** 0.0516 

 (0.035) (0.101) (0.042) (0.105) (0.021) (0.019) (0.001) (0.001) (0.037) (0.099) 

LnM 0.367*** 0.507*** -0.054 0.051 -0.001 0.046 0.028***  0.032*** 0.033 0.308* 

 (0.045) (0.137) (0.052) (0.112) (0.028) (0.049) (0.001) (0.002) (0.049) (0.174) 

Ln(age)t-1 0.0673 0.092 0.381** 0.688** -0.043 0.008 0.002 -0.001 0.268*** 0.214*** 

 (0.070) (0.209) (0.092) (0.213) (0.042) (0.135) (0.002) (0.005) (0.076) (0.363) 

Ownership 0.208 0.437* -0.087 0.046 -0.391*** 0.224*** 0.016*** 0.009*** -0.048 0.182 

 (0.155) (0.256) (0.179) (0.242) (0.086) (0.070) (0.003) (0.003) (0.151) (0.311) 

Year, Industry and Location Dummies Included in all models 

Observations 277 277 200 200 277 277 277 277 277 277 

No. of firms  53  40  53  53  53 

Instruments  102  96  92  96  96 

AR(2)  0.696  0.233  0.508  0.346  0.223 

Sargen  1.000  1.000  1.000  0.613  1.000 

                               Notes: All specifications controlled for dummy variables for location and time. Clustered standard errors in parentheses; (***), (**),  

                                             and (*) indicate levels of significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively.  
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Appendix A.3.3:  Learning by Exporting Estimates – Leather and Tanning   

 Levin-Petrin Stochastic frontier 

Variables               TFPLP          TFPSF TEC  TPC  SEC  

 OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM OLS SYS-GMM 

 (1)  (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

TFPLP_1 0.056* 0.093         

 (0.032) (0.087)         

TFPSF_1   0.251*** 0.250***       

   (0.053) (0.073)       

Exportt-1 0.206** 0.900** 0.083 0.925** 0.038  0.232* 0.002 0.014** 0.108 1.260* 

 (0.092) (0.418) (0.108) (0.427) (0.066) (0.111) (0.003) (0.006) (0.111) (0.653) 

LnL 0.790*** 0.656*** 0.243*** 0.572***  0.132*** 0.023 0.019*** 0.015*** 0.225*** 0.498** 

 (0.041) (0.142) (0.047) (0.183) (0.028) (0.035) (0.001) (0.003) (0.047) (0.226) 

LnK 0.025 0.039 0.031 0.156 0.027* 0.048* 0.001** 0.001 0.049** -0.239 

 (0.019) (0.078) (0.023) (0.129) (0.014) (0.028) (0.001) (0.002) (0.023) (0.179) 

LnM 0.363*** 0.180** 0.0537* 0.214* 0.080*** 0.129*** 0.0315*** 0.038***  0.042 0.476*** 

 (0.026) (0.073) (0.032) (0.128) (0.019) (0.036) (0.001) (0.002) (0.031) (0.168) 

Ln(age)t-1 0.008 0.074 0.206** 0.379* -0.0128 0.315*** 0.001 0.015*** -0.088* -0.271 

 (0.038) (0.178) (0.048) (0.199) (0.027) (0.074) (0.001) (0.003) (0.046) (0.275) 

Ownership 0.048 0.303 0.260* 0.388 -0.487*** 0.383*** 0.019*** 0.013** 0.428*** -0.154 

 (0.138) (0.272) (0.152) (0.314) (0.095) (0.123) (0.004) (0.006) (0.159) (0.542) 

Year, Industry and Location Dummies Included in all models 

Observations 756 756 535 535 756 756 756 756 756 756 

No. of firms  158  106  158  158  158 

Instruments  105  99  75  72  72 

AR(2)  0.491  0.244  0.584  0.586  0.975 

Sargen  0.683  0.364  0.744  0.981  0.423 

Notes: All specifications controlled for dummy variables for location and time. Clustered standard errors in parentheses; (***), (**),  

           and (*) indicate levels of significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively.  
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Appendix A.4 : Propensity score matching  

Appendix A.4.1: Logistic regression results of the propensity score to export  

  Dependent variable:                             

  Export dummy                  Coefficient              Std. Err.       

lnage_1 0.845*** 0.242 

Ln(age2)t-1 -0.177*** 0.048     
Ln(size)t-1 0.863*** 0.049     
Ln(K/L)t-1 0.234*** 0.041     
Ln(wage)t-1 0.189*** 0.065     
Ownership -0.056 0.147     
Constant -10.83*** 0.719     

 Year, Industry, Region dummies                controlled  

 Observations           3432 

 Pseudo R2               0.233 

 

Appendix A.4.2: Productivity difference between exporters and non-exporters after psmatch2 

matching 

Variables Sample Treated     Controls      Difference          S.E        T-stat 

       
TFPSF Unmatched 1.113 1.035 0.078 0.06 1.98 

 ATT 1.143 1.041 0.102 0.11 1.69 

       
TFPLP Unmatched 86.79 32.44 54.35 30.46 1.78 

 ATT 80.7 32.68 48.02 35.35 2.08 

 

Appendix A.5:  Estimation TFP using Levinsohn-Petrin methodology 

 

In previous studies, this approach is popular method in productivity measurement because of 

advantages in controlling endogeneity of input factors. In this research, TFP is predicted from 

Levinsohn-Petrin methodology using the procedure “Levpet” program in Stata with 250 time 

bootstrap replication developed by (Levinsohn & Petrin, 2003) for Stata®. Here, revenue is used 

as output while the capital variable proxies by net value of fixed assets at the end of the census 

year for production, labor variable measured by the total employees are input factors. The freely 

inputs are raw material costs and energy cost that stand for unobservable productivity shocks. In 

addition, all variables in regression model are deflated and employed in natural logarithmic forms 

accordingly.   

  Dependent variable:                             

  Revenue                                    Coefficient              Std. Err.       

Ln(Raw material) 0.403*** 0.019 

Ln(Energy) 0.018* 0.014 

Ln(Capital) 0.098*** 0.021 

Ln(Labor) 0.876*** 0.041 

  Chi2                                        189.39                                                                                     
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Appendix A.6: Labor productivity, TFPLP and TFPSF before, during and after entry (or 

exit) 

    Firm Export history group 

Variable Firm Location Never Switcher Starter Always 

Lnol 

-2 0.000 0.416 0.561* 1.278*** 

 0.000 0.235 0.252 (0.326) 

-1 -0.337** 0.422* 0.464** 1.436*** 

 (0.115) (0.229) (0.241) (0.326) 

0 0.420 0.382 0.518** 0.668*** 

 (0.104) (0.200) (0.162) (0.238) 

1 0.019 -0.240* 0.740*** 1.252*** 

 (0.102) (0.231) (0.270) (0.326) 

2 0.032 0.030 0.936*** 1.168*** 

  (0.099) (0.293) (0.325) (0.326) 

      

TFP(LP) 

-2 0.000 0.217* 0.151 0.375** 

 0.000 (0.166) (0.244) (0.871) 

-1 0.048 0.137 0.359* 0.383** 

 (1.938) (0.136) (0.483) (0.911) 

0 0.038 0.101 0.426* 0.452** 

 (1.384) (0.387) (0.458) 1.349 

1 -0.119 -0.112 0.674** 0.758*** 

 (1.298) (0.994) (1.015) (0.898) 

2 0.019 0.026 0.753** 0.761*** 

  (1.138) (1.191) (0.838) (0.915) 

      

TFP(SF) 

-2 0.000 0.032 0.258* 0.268* 

 (0.000) (0.529) (0.642) (0.699) 

-1 0.015 0.023 0.267* 0.403 

 (0.268) (0.535) (0.559) (0.6990 

0 0.020 0.034 0.508* 0.537** 

 (0.267) (0.495) (0.396) (0.521) 

1 0.019 0.022 0.738** 0.445** 

 (0.255) (0.499) (0.581 (0.698) 

2 0.026 0.112 0.385** 0.501** 

  (0.240) (0.643) (0.695) (0.699) 
Notes: The control group consists of firms that never exported at period (-2). In all 

estimations we controlled region, year and industry. Value in parentheses are standard 

errors; * significant at 10%, ** significant at 5%; and *** significant at 1%. 
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Appendix A.7: Variable description  

All variables in monetary terms adjusted for the constant price of year 2000 

Variables                                                            Description       

Dependent variable for stochastic frontier  

Output                                                  Total sales deflated by LMMI deflator obtained from MoFED  

Dependent variable for Self-selection hypothesis 

Exporter                                               1 if firm has export activities; 0 otherwise 

Dependent variables for learning by exporting hypothesis  

TFPSF                                                                                   TFP change predicted from stochastic frontier production function 

TPc                                                        Technical change predicted from SFP function  

TEc                                                        Technical efficiency change predicted from SFP function  

SEc                                                         Scale efficiency change predicted from SFP function 

TFPLP                                                                                Total factor productivity predicted from Levinsohn-Petrin methodology 

Explanatory variables 

Capital                                                     Net value of fixed assets at the end of the census year and deflated by the  

 implicit capital formation obtained from WB’S ADI 

Raw materials                    Sum of costs of raw materials, fuel and lubricating oil, electricity, wood and charcoal 

 for energy and water and other inputs deflated by the GDP deflator obtained  from WB’s ADI 

Firm size                                              Total number of permanent and adjusted casual employees 

Sunk cost                                               Lagged export status 

TFPLP 
TFP predicted from Levinsohn-Petrin methodology  

TFPSF                                                                                 TFP calculated from stochastic frontier methodology  

LP                                                           Labor Productivity calculated by output per total employees  

Capital intensity                                      Ratio of capital over total employment 

Firm age                                                  Number of years since established  

Average Wage                                        Ratio of total wage to total employees  

Public ownership                                     1 if state owned, 0 otherwise 

Fixed-Effect Dummies 

Sector dummies:                                     There are three sector dummies including: Food and Beverage, Textiles and Apparel,  

 Leather and Tanning products in which the last as the reference group 

Region dummies:                                 1 if situated in Addis Ababa, 0 otherwise  
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